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ABSTRACT 
 
Nur Avita Ramadhani. 2019. Politeness Strategy Used by Teacher and Students at 
the Eighth Grade Students of MTs N 4 Boyolali in the Academic Year of 
2019/2020. Thesis.English Language Education.Cultures and Languages Faculty. 
State Islamic Institute of Surakarta. 
 
Advisor : Dr. H. Giyoto., M.Hum 
Key Word : Politeness Strategy, Teacher, and Students 
 
 This research was conducted to analyze the politeness strategy used by 
teacher and students.The reserach describes what kind of politeness strategy used 
by teacher and what kind of politeness strategy used by students in teaching 
learning process. The research uses pragmatics approach with politeness strategy 
as the field of study. 
 This research was descriptive qualitative research. The subject of this 
research was an English teacher and students of 8B and 8A class of MTs N 4 
Boyolali. Researcher did observation and interview to collect the data. Researcher 
did some steps to analyze the data, namely; data reduction, data display, and 
conclusion drawing and verification. Researcher used Brown and Levinson‟s 
politeness strategies theory, namely; bald-on record, positive politeness, negative 
politeness, and off-record. 
 The result of this research showed that there are four strategies employed 
by the teacher and students in English class. The strategies are bald on record, 
positive politeness strategy, negative politeness strategy, and off record 
strategy.The researcher found some of the data about politeness strategies that are 
used by students. Thetotal numbers of the data from class 8B are 60 utterances, 
the researcher found 40 used bald on record strategy, and 20 used positive 
politeness. The total numbers of the data from class 8A are 28 utterances, the 
researcher found 19 used bald on record strategy, 4 used positive politeness, 2 
used negative politeness, and 3 used off record strategy. It means that Bald on 
record strategy noted as the high rank.The researcher found some of the data 
about politeness strategies that used by students. The total numbers of the data 
from class 8B are 32 utterances, the researcher found 11 data used bald on record 
strategy and 21 used positive politeness srategy. Beside that, the total numbers of 
the data from class 8A are 25 utterances, the researcher found 4 data used bald on 
record strategy and 21 used positive politeness strategies.The data show that the 
students preferred positive politeness strategy to other strategies in conducting 
communication with the teacher during teaching process. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of Study 
 In their daily life, humans use language to extend something or to 
communicate each other, such as communication between students and 
teacher in teaching learning process in the classroom. Communication is 
an important part to develop positive and supportive relationships. 
According to Alberto Martinez (1998), can be defined as a process by 
means of which a person is in contact with another through a message, and 
expects the latter of a response, be an opinion, activity or behavior. So, the 
people can use a communication to deliver a message or information to 
others.  
 Communication is an aspect that is very important in human 
relationships. Communication also gives  many contributions in education, 
for example in classroom interaction between students and teacher in 
teaching learning process. Brown (2001: 165) explains that interaction is 
the collaborative exchange of thoughts, feelings, or ideas between two or 
more people, resulting in a reciprocal effect on each other. Thus, 
interaction in a language class is a process of learning language. 
 Classroom interaction is an aspect that affects the success of 
teaching learning process and students‟ language ability and achievement. 
The interaction must be polite and effective. If the classroom interaction 
runs well, the knowledge will be received by the students well also. To 
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make a good interaction, the students and the teacher must create the good 
environment in the classroom. The students and the teacher must be polite 
to interact with others in teaching learning process.  
 In this era, the student-teacher ethics is one of problems in 
education. In education, some aspects cannot be separated from teaching 
learning process and interaction between students and teachers. Ethical 
problem is a first problem appeared in a human being, ideally as well as 
ethical issues are real and normative issues. In the past, the teaching 
learning process between students and teachers has to respect and 
appreciate each other that different from now. This phenomenon also 
happen in MTs N 4 Boyolali. 
 In example, when the students meet the teacher they called the 
teacher with any greetings such as, “Monggo, Bu”. This utterance shows 
that the students applied the politeness in interaction between the teacher 
and them. On the other hand, most studentsspeak impolitely and they 
prefer to use impolite or informal language to communicate with the 
teacher at school. For example, when the teacher says, “halaman 21 
dkerjakan untukt PR ya anak-anak”. Then one of the students says, “Alah 
bu bu males”. In this interaction, the student shows the impolitely speech 
when he communicates with his teacher. 
 In a situation where people are obligated to create a polite 
conversation, they will choose certain strategies to have polite 
conversation to keep up the communication. People do this to get their 
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conversation to run well and more acceptable by the others. 
Politenessstrategies are very important to investigate as it is used by 
people in their social interactions and in the specific contexts, knowing 
what to say, how to say, when to say, and to be with other people. So the 
use of politeness strategy will help the students and the teacher to receive 
and deliver information easily in the teaching learning process. 
 Brown and Levinson (1987) proposed four strategies of politeness. 
The first strategy isBald on Record, which is to follow what it says. The 
speaker do the FTA (Face Threatening Acts) in the most direct, clear and 
unambiguous wat because they believe that there are occasions when some 
constraints force people to speak very directly. For example, if there is an 
emergency or if there is a major time constraint in which the speaker saves 
time on order to be effective. The second strategy is Positive Politeness 
strategy. It is an appeal to solidarity towards others, that is how to make 
hearer feel good or to make him feel that his values are shared. Positive 
Politeness utterances are used to extent intimacy, to imply common 
ground or to share wants. The third strategy is Negative Politeness 
strategy, which refer to trying to show awareness not to be imposed on, 
that is, to avoid interfering the interlocutor‟s freedom of action by using 
hedges and apologies among others. The fourth strategy is Off-Record 
strategy. Generally, it is the use of utterances that are not directly 
addressed to another. It is called indirect speech. in this strategy, the 
speaker performs the FTA by saying something indirectly. 
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  In this research, the researcher choose MTs N 4 Boyolali as the 
 subject of the research. MTs N 4 Boyolali is one of the Islamic Junior 
 High School in Boyolali located in Kopen, Teras, Boyolali. 
  The researcher will find out the politeness strategies that used by 
 the students and the teacher in English teaching learning process based on 
 Brown and Levinson Theory. Based on the description above, the research 
 entitled “POLITENESS STRATEGY USED BY THE TEACHER  AND 
 STUDENTS ON TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS AT THE EIGHTH 
 GRADE STUDENTS OF MTs N 4  BOYOLALI IN THE  ACADEMIC 
 YEAR OF 2019/2020” is significant  to be conducted. 
B. Identification of the Problem 
 Based on the background of the problem above, the identification 
of the problem are : 
1. Politeness strategy are found onthe teacherin teaching learning process 
of  the eighth grade students of MTs N 4 Boyolali in the academic year 
of 2019/2020. 
2. Politeness strategy are found onthe students on teaching learning 
process of the eighth grade students of MTs N 4 Boyolali in the 
academic year of 2019/2020). 
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C. Problem Statement 
 Based on the background of the study above, the problem 
statements on this study are: 
1. What politeness strategy arefoundon the teacherin teaching learning 
process of the eighth grade students of MTs N 4 Boyolali in the 
academic year of 2019/2020? 
2. What politeness strategy arefound onthe studentsin teaching learning 
process of the eighth grade students of MTs N 4 Boyolali in the 
academic year of 2019/2020? 
D. Limitation of the Study 
 In this research, the researcher analyzed politeness strategy used by 
the teacher and the students in English Class at MTs N 4 Boyolali based 
on the conversational data related with the teacher and students‟ utterance 
in teaching learning process. The researcher focused on teacher and 
students of class 8A and 8B. 
 The researcher used theory of politeness strategy by Brown and 
Levinson to analyze the data. That theory classified politeness strategies 
into  bald on-record, positive politeness, negative politeness and off 
record. As the resource of the data, the researcher used video transcript to 
collect the data. 
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E. The Objectives of the Study 
 The researcher states the objective of the research or study is : 
1. To describe politeness strategythat arefound on the teacherin teaching 
learning process of the eighth grade students of MTs N 4 Boyolali in 
the academic year of 2019/2020. 
2. To describe politeness strategythat arefound onthe studentsin teaching 
learning process of the eighth grade students of MTs N 4 Boyolali in 
the academic year of 2019/2020. 
F. The Benefits of the Study 
 The researcher hoped that this research or study has some benefits 
both theoretical and practical for the reader, especially Indonesian students 
and the teacher who used politeness strategies in teaching process. 
1. Theoretical Benefits 
 On teaching learning process, the teacher and the students can use 
the finding of this research. 
a. The Students 
1) The students can more comprehend about the using of 
politeness strategies. 
2) The students can more comprehend about the types of 
politeness strategies. 
b. The Teacher 
 This research or study can become a reference in English 
teaching, especially about the using of politeness strategy. 
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2. Practical Benefits. 
 The finding of this research or study could be used by the other 
researchers and the authors. 
a. The researcher 
 This research or study can givemany informations about 
politeness strategy to help the other researchers. 
b. The author 
 This research or study have many informations, so the 
author can get some knowledges and experiences about the using 
of politeness Strategy. 
G. Definition of Key Terms 
1. Pragmatics 
 Pragmatics is the study of language from the point of view of 
users, especially of the choices they make, the constraints they 
encounter in using language in social inteaction and the effect their use 
of language has no other participants in the act of communication. 
(Crystal, 1985, p.240) 
2. Politeness Strategy 
 Politeness strategyis very important to investigate as it is used by 
people in their social interactions and in the specific contexts, 
knowing, what to say, how to say, when to say, and to be with other 
people. (Yule, 1996) 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERARY REVIEW 
A. Pragmatics 
 Pragmatics is one of the branches of language studies.  Pragmatics 
is often described as the study of language use (Sperber and Wilson, 2005 
: 468). It is one of the branches of semiotics, a science of signs (Noth, 
1995:3). Pragmatics has an important role in studying language  as a tool 
of human interaction. Yule (1996:3) states that pragmatics deals with the 
study of meaning as communicated by a speaker or a writer and 
interpreted by a hearer or reader. The hearer must more to do with the 
analysis of speaker means. This type of study necessarily involves the 
interpretation of what people mean in the particular context and how the 
context influences what is said. It also requires a consideration with: who 
they are talking to, when, and where. To understand human interaction, we 
have to understand „interactional‟ meanings expressed in speech and we 
must have proper analytical devices to clarify such meanings (Wierzbicka, 
1991:1,5). Thomas (1995:22) states that pragmatics as meaning in 
interaction. He suggested that meaning is not something which is inherent 
in the words alone, nor is it produced by the speaker alone, nor by the 
hearer alone. but it is related to context and meaning potential of an 
utterance. 
 The wider definition from Yule (1996:3). He states that pragmatics 
is the study of speaker meaning. The second definition, pragmatics in the 
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study of contextual meaning. The third definition, pragmatics is the study 
of how more gets communicated than said. The last definition is that 
pragmatics is the study of expression of relative distance.Yule also states 
that to understand pragmatics, there is a need to make a relationship with 
other areas of linguistics, such as semantics and syntax. 
 For the definition above, it can be concluded that pragmatics is the 
one of the branch of linguistics that contain about the utterance‟s meaning 
of the speaker, it focuses on analyzing a deeper meaning of certain 
utterance than surface meaning. 
B. Speech Acts 
1. Definition of Speech Acts 
 Speech acts is an action that performs through language. Speech 
acts is done in the process of speaking. According Renkema (1993), in 
speech acts theory, language is seen as a form of acting. Speech is 
described as a form of action and words as instruments with which 
actions can be performed.  
 Following Austin theory, in every speech acts we can distinguish 
three things. What is said, the utterance, can be called the locution. 
What the speaker intends to communicate to the addressee (the 
purpose) is the illocution. the message that the addressee gets, his 
interpretation of what the speaker says, is the perlocution. If the 
communication is successful, the illocution and the perlocution are 
alike or nearly alike. 
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2. The Classification of Speech Acts 
 Based on the concept of locution, illocution, and perlocution in 
every utterance, Austin divides the speech acts into three major 
categories. They are locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary 
(Yule, 1996:48). 
a. Locutionary acts 
 Locutionary acts are the production of utterances, with a 
particular intended structure, meaning, and reference. on other 
words, locutionary acts deal with linguistic meaning or 
grammatical  (or phonological) form of an utterance. this kind  of 
speech acts is also called as the act of saying something (Wijana, 
1996:17). 
b. Illocutionary acts 
 Illocutionary acts are acts performed by speakers in saying 
something (with an right intention and in appropriate context), than 
by virtue of having produced a particular effect by saying 
something. This type  of speech acts is also called as the act of 
doing something (Wijana, 1996:18). The purpose of expression  
and the speaker‟s specific purpose are called as locutionary force 
or locutionary function. 
c. Perlocutionary acts 
 Perlocutionary acts are speech acts which depend on the 
production of a specific effect. This effect is produced by the 
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hearer. This type of speech acts is also called as the act of affecting 
someone (Wijana, 1996:19). In perlocutionary, there is an 
influence effect because the speaker tries to influence the hearer to 
do what he or she wants to do. This is called by as perlocutionary 
effect. 
C. Brown and Levinson Theory 
 Brown and Levinson‟s work consists of two parts. The first part is 
their fundamental theory about the nature of politeness and how it function 
in interaction. The second part is their face theory which has three basic 
notions: face, face threatening acts (FTAs) and politeness strategies with 
examples from three language: English, Tzeltal, and Tamil. 
1. Face Threatening Acts (FTAs) 
 Brown and Levinson (1987) constructed their theory of politeness 
on the premise that many speech acts are intrinsically threatening  to 
face. Speech acts are threatening in that they do not support that face 
want of the speaker (S) and/ or those of the addressee (A). Brown and 
Levinson (1987) defined face-threatening acts (FTAs) according to 
two basic parameters: (1) Whose face is being threatened (the 
speaker‟s or the addressee‟s), and (2) Which type of face is being 
threatened (positive or negative face). 
 Acts that threaten an addressee‟s positive face include those acts 
where a speaker demonstrates he/she does not approve of or support 
the addressee‟s positive face or self image (e.g., complaints, criticisms, 
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accusations, mention of taboo topics, interruptions). Acts that threaten 
an addressee‟s negative face include instances in which the addressee 
is pressured to accept or to reject a future act of the  speaker (e.g., 
offers, promises), or when the addressee has reason to believe that 
his/her goods are being coveted by the speaker. Example of FTAs to 
the speaker‟s positive face include apologies, acceptance of a 
compliment, self-humiliations, and confessions. Some of the FTAs that 
are threatening to the speaker‟s negative face include  expressing 
gratitude, accepting a thank-you, an apology or an offer, and making 
promises. 
 While Brown and Levinson believed the notion of face to be 
universal, they explained, “in any particular society we would expect 
(face) ro be the subject of much cultural elaboration”. Brown and 
Levinson‟s model assessed the seriousness of a FTA using the 
following factors: (1) The social distance (D) of speaker (S) and hearer 
(H); (2) The relative power (P) of (S) and (H); and The absolute 
ranking (R) of imposition in the particular culture. 
 FTA‟s are the acts that break the hearer‟s need to keep up his or 
her self esteem and to be respected. We can make a decision whether 
we should execute a face-threatening act in our interaction. If we do it 
without paying consideration to hearer, we do it „badly‟. If we try to 
cut the face-threatening effect to hearer, we use either positive 
politeness or negative politeness. Positive politeness means that the 
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speaker tries to save hearer face by reducing the distance between 
them. By the negative politeness means that the speaker tries to save 
hearer face by give hearer personal territory freedom. 
2. Politeness Theory 
 Politeness is an aspect of pragmatics that its use  in language is 
determined by an external context. This external context of 
communication, which is determined by the social status of the 
participants. In line with the theory of Yule (1996:60) politeness can 
be accomplished in situations of social distance or closeness. He states 
that the concept of politeness is „polite social behavior‟, or etiquette, 
within a culture. He also defines politeness as the means employed to 
show awareness of another person‟s face. It means that doing 
politeness can reduce potential conflict between speaker and hearer. 
The main point is the speaker gives the respect to the hearer. 
 According to Brown an Levinson (1987) politeness strategies are 
developed to save the hearer‟s face. Face it means the public self-
image that everyone wants to claim it. Brown and Levinson 
(1987:311) divide two related aspect of face, negative face and 
positive face. 
a. Negative face is a freedom of action and freedom from 
imposition. It means that the desire not to be disturbed or need to 
be independent. 
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b. Positive face is to be appreciated and approved. it refers to that 
the desire ro be avowed or need to be connected. 
 Thus, face is something that emotionally invested, and that can be 
lost, maintained, or enhanced and must be constantly attended to 
interaction. Yule (1996:61) states that if a speaker says something that 
represents a threat to another individual‟s expetations about their 
public self-image it is describe as FTA. In order to cut the possibility 
of damage to hearer‟s face or speaker own face, he or she may adopt 
certain strategies. Brown and Levinson divided the strategy for doing 
FTA into four strategies. Those are : 
a. Bald on-record Strategy 
 According to Brown and Levinson (1987), bald on record 
strategy is a strategy of doing the FTA to state something clearly. 
The main reason fo choosing a strategy according to Brown and 
Levinson (1987) is that speakers want todo FTAs with maximum 
efficiency. This type of strategy is commonly found with people 
who know each other very well and they are very comfortable in 
the environment, such as close friends and family. 
Culpeper (1996) argues that the bald on-record politeness strategy 
is used when the threat off the hearer‟s face is very small. 
Imperatives are often softened with hedges or conventional 
politeness markers, e.g.: „please send us the offer‟. „Verb‟ „do‟ it 
used with imperatives, like in „Do call us!‟ (Brown & Levinson). 
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Other example “Did you finish your homework today?” “Come 
in and sit sown” or situations where the speaker has more power 
than the hearer.  
This strategy can also be used if speakers have higher power than 
the other speakers and speakers do not care if there is no 
cooperation from the opponent speaker.  
There are five sub-strategies in applying this strategy. They are 
showing disagreement (criticism), giving suggestion (advice), 
requesting, warning, threatening, and using imperative form. 
Those five sub-strategies of bald on-record strategy are showed in 
Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1 Sub-strategies of Bald on-record 
No Sub-strategies Example 
1 Showing disagreement 
(criticism) 
Don’t wear a shoes in the room 
2 Giving 
suggesting/advice 
 
It‟s Sunday, your uniform must 
White and Blue. 
3 Requesting Can I borrow your pencil? 
4 Warning; threatening Don’t tell the teacher that we 
have homework 
5 Using imperative form Close the door! 
 
b. Positive Politeness Strategy 
 Brown and Levinson (1987) define positive politeness as 
“The strategy which is oriented by a speaker towards the positive 
face or the positive self-image of hearers that the speaker claims 
foe himself”. Positive politeness strategy is a strategy for doing 
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FTA with face-saving way or maintaining a positive face of 
opponents‟ speaker. In doing the FTA, speakers give the 
impression that the speakers have the same wish to the other 
speaker to show friendship between them (Brown & Levinson, 
1987).  
 According Brown and Levinson, there are three strategies 
which are included in positive politeness; claiming common 
ground, conveying that S and H are co-operators, and fulfilling 
H‟s want for some X. It can be seen below.  
Table 2.2. Sub-strategies of positive politeness 
No Sub-Strategies Example 
1 Claiming common ground 
a) Noticing, attending to H (his 
interest, wants, needs, goods) 
b) Exaggerating (interest, 
approval, sympathy with H) 
c) Intensifying interest to H 
 
d) Using in-group identity 
markers; in-group language or 
dialeg, jargon, slang, 
contraction or ellips 
e) Seeking agreement; safe 
topics, repetition 
 
f) Avoiding disagreement: token 
agreement, pscudo-agreement, 
white lies, hedging opinions 
g) Presupposing/raising/asserting 
common ground: gossip, small 
talk, point of view operations, 
presumption, manipulations. 
h) Joking 
 
What beautiful vase 
this is! 
Where did it come 
from? 
 
What a fantastic 
garden you have. 
You always do the 
dishes! I‟ll do this 
time. 
Mind if I smoke? 
 
A : Doni went to 
London this 
weekend! 
B : To London! 
A : Can you here me? 
B : Barely 
 
A: Oh thu3is cut 
hurts awfully, mom. 
B: yes dear, it hurts 
terribly, I know 
Ok, if I tackle those 
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cookis now 
2 Conveying that S  and H are 
cooperators 
a) Asserting or presupposing S‟s 
knowledge and concerning for 
H‟s wants 
 
b) Offering, promising 
 
 
 
 
c) Being optimistic 
 
d) Including both S and H in the 
activity 
e) Giving (or asking for) reasons 
 
 
f) Assuming or asserting 
reciprocity 
 
 
I know you love roses 
but the florist didn‟t 
have anymore, so I 
brought you 
geranium instead 
I’ll take you out to 
beach on Saturday. 
If you pass the exam 
with the great score 
 
I‟ve come to borrow 
a cup of flour. 
Let‟s get on with 
dinner 
 
Why not lend me your 
cottage for  the 
weekend? 
If you help me with 
my homework, I’ll 
buy you snacks after 
school tomorrow 
3 Fulfilling H‟s want for some X 
a) Giving gifts to H (goods, 
sympathy, understanding, 
cooperation) 
 
A: I have a note of 
English when you 
absent yesterday. 
B: It‟s great, thanks. 
 
c. Negative Politeness Strategy 
 Negative politeness orients to keep up other people‟s 
negative face. This is more likely if there is a social distance 
between the speaker and the hearer. Negative politeness strategy 
recognizes the hearer‟s face, but it also recognize that the speaker 
is in some way forcing on them. This is the most common and 
linguistically diverse strategy. Negatively polite constructions 
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contain negative face by demonstrating distance and wariness. 
 Negative face represents the want of every action to get 
freedom from impingement.The negative politeness focuses on 
minimizing the imposition by attempting to soften it. The sub-
strategies of negative politeness include being indirect, not 
presuming/assuming, not coercing H, communicating S‟s want to 
not impinge on H, and redressing other want of H‟s. 
Table 2.3 Sub-strategies of Negative Politeness 
No Sub-strategies Example 
1. Being indirect 
a) Being conventionally 
indirect 
 
Could you tell me the 
timeplease? 
2. Not presuming/assuming 
a) Questioning, using hedge; 
Hedge on illocutionary 
face, prosodic/ kinesic 
hedges 
 
I wonder whether I could 
just sort of ask you a 
little question 
3. Not coercing H 
a) Being pessimic 
 
 
 
b) Minimizing the imposition 
 
c) Giving difference 
 
If you had a little time to 
spare for me this 
afternoon, I‟d like to talk 
about my paper. 
Could I talk to you for 
just a second? 
Excuse me Mr, May I 
wash my hand? 
4. Communicating S‟s want to 
not impinge on H 
a) Apologizing admitting the 
impingement, indicating 
reluctance, giving over-
whelming reasons, begging 
forgiveness. 
b) Impersonalizing S and H: 
using perfomativs, 
impersonal verbs, oassive, 
and circumstantial voices, 
replacing the pronoun „I‟ 
 
 
Sorry to bother you 
friend, but... 
 
 
 
A: That motorcycle’s 
parked in a no-parking 
area. 
B: It‟s mine, Sir. 
A: Well, you must move 
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and „You‟ by identities, 
pluralizing the „I‟ and 
„You” pronouns, using 
point-of-view distancing. 
c) Stating the FTA as a 
general rule. 
 
 
d) Nominalizing 
it. 
 
 
Parking in front of 
teacher office is 
forbidden, so you must 
move it. 
Students who coming 
late must clean the toilet. 
5. Redressing other wants of H‟s 
a) Going on record as a debt, 
or as not indebting H 
 
If you could just sort out 
a problem I‟ve got with 
my formatting. I’ll buy 
you a juice at cafe. 
 
d. Off Record Strategy 
 According to Brown and Levinson (1987), Off Record 
Strategy is used when the speaker wants to do the FTA but wants 
to avoid responsibility for doing it. The speakers allow the hearer 
too give more than one interpretation of what the speaker says. 
Off record strategy is a communication that has many purposes. 
When the speaker doing off record strategy, it‟s did‟nt mean just 
give an information but has many purposes. The sub-strategies of 
off record strategies showed in table  
Table 2.4. The sub-strategies of Off record strategies 
No Sub-strategies Example 
1. Inviting conversational 
implicatures: 
a) Giving hints 
 
b) Giving association rules 
 
c) Presupposing 
 
d) Understating 
 
 
It’s cold here. (Instead 
of Shut the window!) 
Oh, God, I’ve got a 
stomachache again. 
I cleane the toilet again 
now 
The red shoes is quite 
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e) Overstating 
 
f) Using tautologies 
g) Using contradictions 
 
 
h) Being ironic 
 
 
i) Using metaphors 
 
 
 
j) Using rhetorical questions 
good for you. (quite 
means not so good) 
I waiting for thousand 
year just for you friend 
Enough is enough 
A: Are you okay? 
B: Well, between yes 
and no. 
You are real genius 
(he just done many 
stupid things) 
Its raining men in this 
class (it mans that men 
are dominate in thos 
class) 
How many times do I 
should tell you? 
2. Being vague or ambiguous: 
Violating the manner maxim: 
a) Being ambiguous 
b) Being vague 
 
c) Over-generalizing 
 
 
d) Displacing H 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
e) Being incomplete, using 
ellipsis 
 
 
John is a pretty sharp 
I’m going out of class 
fora bit (To the toilet) 
Students sometimes 
doing his homework in 
the morning in the 
class. 
A: Someone has to be 
responsible with this 
mess.B: You know who 
was having time with 
his friends tonight here, 
(C, the one who was 
having time there, is 
close to A and B. A 
pretends that the FTA 
is addressed to B, but 
she/he hopes C will 
realize that the FTA is 
threaten to her/him) 
Well I’ll just... 
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D.  Factor Influencing the Choice of Politeness Strategies 
 According to Brown and Levinson (1987), there are two factors 
that influence the choice of politeness strategies. Those factors include 
payoffs and sociological factors. Further, Brown and Levinson (1987) 
emphasize that choosing particular politeness strategies intrinsically 
certain payoffs or advantages. 
1. The Payoff 
 A speaker may consider the payoff or advantages when he or she 
use a politeness strategies. The following lists are some payoffs when 
the speaker applies a politeness strategies. 
a. Payoffs of Doing Bald On-record Strategy 
 Brown and Levinson (1987) elaborate that bald on-record 
strategy allows speakers and hearers to get clarity about the 
intended meanings the speakers want to convey. Both speakers and 
hearers, as a result, can avoid the danger of being misunderstood. 
In other hand, bald on record strategy also has advantages for the 
speaker to avoid the danger of being seen as a manipulator and to 
represent no threat minimizing in the utterances. Speaking with 
great urgency and efficiency, for instance, can be considers as bald 
on-record. 
b. Payoffs of Doing Positive Politeness Strategy 
 By applying a positive politeness strategy, the speaker can 
definitely reduce FTAs. Brown and Levinson states that a speaker 
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can reduce the face-threatening aspect of an act by assuring hearers 
that the speaker considers to be „at the same kind‟. positive 
politeness allows the speaker to satisfy the hearer‟s positive faces 
as if the speaker recognizes the hearer‟s wants and himself wants 
them to be achieved. In other hand, the speaker can avoid the dept 
implications of the FTAs. The potential face threat of an act is 
minimized by the assurance that the speaker wants at least some of 
the hearers‟ want. As a result, positive politeness strategy leads to 
mutual solidarity, friendship, and equal participants. 
c. Payoffs of Doing Negative Politeness Strategy 
 Negative politeness strategy minimizes particular 
impositions on the hearers, so that the speakers can satisfy the 
hearers‟ wants to have his freedom of action in interpreting the 
utterances spoken by the speakers. By doing negative politeness, 
the speaker has some payoffs or advantaged in the following: he 
can pay respect and deference to the addressee in return for the 
FTA, and can thereby avoid incurring a future debt; he can keep up 
social distance, avoid the threat (or the potential face loss) of 
advancing familiarity towards the addressee, etc. 
d. Payoffs of Doing Off-Record Strategy 
 Brown and Levinson (1987) states that an off-record 
strategy allows a speaker to avoid the responsibility for the 
potentially face-damaging interpretations. The speaker, as a result, 
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can avoid the potentially FTAs by allowing hearers to interpret the 
intended meaning of certain utterances themselves. For instance, 
using statement as an off-record strategy allows the speaker to 
avoid the potential threat of ordering. 
2. The Sociological Factors 
 According to Brown and Levinson (1987), the seriousness of a 
FTA which may affect the choice of politeness strategies involves the 
sociological factors. Brown and Levinson states that there are three 
sociological factors affecting choice of politeness strategy. Those are 
the „social distance‟, the „relative power‟, and the „absolute ranking of 
impositions‟ in the particular culture. 
a. The Social Distance 
 The “social dostance” (D) of S and H (a symmetric 
relation). D is a symmetric social dimension of similarity/ 
difference within which S and H stand for the purposes of this act. 
In many cases (but not all), it is based on an assessment of the 
frequency of interaction and the kinds of material or non-material 
goods (including face) exchanged between S and H or parties 
representing S or H, or for whom S and H are representative. 
b. The Relative Power 
 The “relative power” (P) of S and H (an asymmetric 
relation). P is an asymmetric social dimension of relative power. 
That is, P (H,S) is the degree to which H can impose his own plans 
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and his own self-evaluation (face) as the price of S plans and self-
evaluation. 
c. The Absolute Ranking 
The “absolute ranking” (R) of impositions in the particular culture. 
R is culturally and conditionally defined ranking of imposition by 
the degree to which they are considered to interfere with an agent‟s 
wants of self-determination or of approval. 
 Moreover, Brown and Levinson (1987) developed a theory on the 
relationship between the intensity of threat to face and linguistically 
realized politeness. The intensity of threat to face is expressed by a 
weight (W) that is linked to the FTA (Rankema, 2014:14). They also 
give formula for the wightiness of FTA. Intensity of threat to face: 
W(FTA)  = R + D + P 
  Which R is as rate of imposition, D is as distance, and P is as 
power. Take a look on these examples: 
A: Excuse me sir, would it be all right if I smoke? 
B: Mind if I smoke? 
  The utterance A is usually said by an employee  to his boss, while 
in the same situations, the utterance B is might be said by the boss to 
the employee. Both utterances show the intensity of the threat to face 
based on the social circumstances. The comprehensive explanation is 
given by Brown and Levinson (1987). 
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E. Related The Previous Study  
 In this research, the researcher took two thesis as a previous study 
in this research. First, a thesis entitled, “ An Analysis of Politeness 
Strategy Employed by Lecturers in Speaking Class”. The research was 
done by Ayu Gemasih, Student of Faculty of Education and Teacher 
Training AR-RANIRY State Islamic University Darussalam  Banda Aceh. 
The researcher of this study use a descriptive qualitative method. The aims 
of this study are to describe the politeness strategies employed by the 
lectures in speaking class and to discuss what the most frequent politeness 
strategies employed by the lecturers in speaking class. The similarity 
between previous study and this study is that the research focuses on the 
politeness strategy. And the difference is the subject of the research is just 
the lecturer utterances in the college, the researcher took the students and 
the teacher in Islamic Junior High School as a subject of the research that 
focuses on politeness strategy that used by them. 
 Second, a thesis entitled “An Analysis of Politeness on Teacher‟s 
Utterances in English Teaching Learning Process” by Itsna „Ainul „Ulya. 
The purposes of this study are to find out the type of politeness maxims 
and the most dominant type of politeness maxims that used by the  teacher 
in English teaching learning process at MTs N Susukan. The similarity 
between previous study and this study is that the research focuses on the 
politeness in Islamic Junior High School. And the difference is the subject 
of the research is just the teacher utterances in English teaching learning 
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process, the researcher took the students and the teacher in Islamic Junior 
High School as a subject of the research that focuses on politeness strategy 
that used by them.  
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 In this chapter, the researcher presents the method of this study. The 
method‟s aim is to reach the objectives of this research which have been 
mentioned  in the chapter I. The explanation in this chapter will be about the 
research design, research setting, subject of the research, data and source of the 
data, technique of collecting the data, research instrument, the data coding, 
technique of data analysis, and trustworthiness of the data. 
A. Research Design 
 As the method used for this research is the descriptive qualitative method 
where the researcher can describe holistically the use of politeness strategies 
used by the teacher and the students in English Class. The researcher uses  
descriptive qualitative method because in doing this research, the researcher 
collects the data, makes an analysis and makes a conclusion. Wiersma (1995) 
states that qualitative research is a research that describes event in words  than 
numbers or sizes. Therefore, the data and the analysis in this research are in 
descriptive form and the data was collected in word form (Moleong, 2001). 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher concludes that qualitative 
research is a process research that explain on describing and analysis by 
telling and interpretation of the data. 
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B. Research Setting 
1. Place of The Research 
 The research is conducted at MTs N 4 Boyolali. It is located on 
Kopen, Teras, Boyolali, Central Java, Indonesia. 
2. Time of the Research 
 This research conducted for five months from April 2019 to 
August 2019. The research schedule described in the following table: 
Table 3.1 Research Timeline 
No Activities 
Time 
April 
2019 
May 2019 
June 
2019 
July 
2019 
August - 
December 
2019 
III IV I II III    
1 Pre research         
2 Observation         
4 
Analyzing 
the result 
        
 
C. Subject of the Research 
 The subject of this research is an English teacher and the eight grade 
students of MTs N 4 Boyolali in the academic year 2019/2020. The 
researcher chooses one English teacher named Mrs. Sulastri. The researcher 
also chooses 8A and 8B students of MTs N 4 Boyolali. This class was taken 
by purposive sampling. 
 The researcher chooses one English teacher because there only one teacher 
that teaches the eighth grade students. The researcher chooses the students of 
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class 8A because they have a good achievement and class 8A is a favourite 
class. The researcher also chooses class 8B because they have a bad 
achievement rather than class 8A. So, the researcher will compare the 
politeness strategies that are found in class 8A and 8B. 
D. Data and Source of Data 
 Arikunto (1996) states that the source of data in research explains the 
subject from which the data are obtained. More detail, qualitative data are 
generally non-numerical but have a greater variety of sources (Schreiber, 
2008). the data sources are categorized as verbal and nonverbal data sources. 
Nonverbal data sources include items such as kinship diagram, student 
concept maps, picture, video, movie, art, and print advertisement. From the 
explanation above, the researcher takes the teacher and the students utterances 
during teaching learning process in the classroom as the primary data which 
is taken by observation. 
 The researcher uses video recorder to take a recording during the lesson 
from opening until closing activity in teaching learning process. The 
researcher records three meeting videos in every classso there are six 
meetings that classified into Disc 1, Disc 2,Disc 3 untul Disc 6. Disc 1 is a 
video record of first meeting. Disc 2 is a video record of second meeting, 
Disc 3 is a video record of third meeting, etc. So, there are six video records 
in this research. 
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E. Technique of Collecting Data 
 The researcher usesa method to collect the data, it is observation. It 
enables the researcher to categorize the kinds of politeness strategy used by 
the teacher and the students in teaching learning process. 
 Observation is a method  to see something as object seriously and 
continuously done by the researcher. According to Moleong (2001: 125-126), 
he states that technique depends on the direct observation and watches the 
object doing by researcher his/herself continually, and then notes the behavior 
and the real event which is happened. This method was decided as the method 
of data collection in this research to gain all the information of directive 
speech acts used by the teacher and the students in teaching learning process. 
This method was considered as the effective way to collect the data about the 
use of Politeness Strategy acts by the teacher and the students. The research 
will conduct for about two weeks. The researcher takes the video to record on 
what teacher and the students say on teaching learning process. 
F. Research Instrument 
 In a qualitative research, the researcher is the key instrument (Sugiyono, 
2010:133). As the main instrument, the researcher plans the research, collects 
the data, classifies the data, analyzes the data, makes the interpretation and 
finally reports the result of the research. In identifying the research, the 
researcher needs some supporting instruments like video recorder and note. It 
is used to collect the data so that the researcher can collect the data easily and 
the data can be correct 
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G. The Data Coding 
 After the researcher does several steps in collecting data, the last step is 
codifying the data. The data coding is to simply the data classification and the 
data analysis. The data coding as follows: 
1. The number of each datum. 
The number of disc where the politeness strategies occurred. It is 
classified the data whether occurred in disc I, disc II, or disc III . Disc I 
means the conversation is occurred in the first meeting. Disc II means the 
conversation is occurred in the second meeting. Disc III means the 
conversation is occurred in the third meeting.  
2. The Type of Politeness Strategy 
Table 3.2 Data Coding of The Type of Politeness Strategy 
No The Type Of Politeness Strategy Code 
1 Bald On Record BOR 
a. Showing disagreement/criticism SDC 
b. Giving suggestion/advice  GSA 
c. Requesting GSA 
d. Warning, threatening  WTG 
e. Using imperative form  UIF 
2 Positive Politeness PP 
a. Noticing, attending to H NATH 
b. Exaggerating EXAG 
c. Intensifying interest to H IITH 
d. Using in-group identity markers UGIM 
e. Seeking agreement SAGR 
f. Avoiding disagreement AVDG 
g. Presupposing/ raising/ asserting 
common ground  
ASCG 
h. Joking JOKE 
i. Assertingor presupposing S‟s 
knowledge and concerning for 
H‟s wants 
ASNHW 
j. Offering, promising OFPR 
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k. Being optimistic  BOPT 
l. Including both S and H in the 
activity  
ISHA 
m. Giving or asking reasons GAFR 
n. Assuming or asserting 
reciprocity  
ASREC 
o. Giving gifts to H  GGTH 
 
3 Negative Politeness NP 
a. Being conventionally indirect  BCIT 
b. Questioning, using hedge  QUHD 
c. Being pessimic  BPEC 
d. Minimizing the imposition  MITIM 
e. Giving difference GVDF 
f. Apologizing APLG 
g. Impersonalizing S and H  IPSH 
h. Stating the FTA as general rule  SFTA 
i. Nominalizing NOMZ 
j. Going on record as a debt or as 
not indebting H  
GRDI 
4 Off Record Strategies OR 
a. Giving hints  GVHN 
b. Giving association rues  GVAR 
c. Presupposing PRSP 
d. Understating UDRT 
e. Overstating OVRS 
f. Using tautologies  UTTL 
g. Using contradictions  UCTR 
h. Being Ironic  BIRN 
i. Using metaphors UMTP 
j. Using rhetorical questions  URTQ 
k. Being ambiguous  BAMB 
l. Being vague  BVGU 
m. Over-generalizing OGNR 
n. DisplacingH DSPL 
o. Being incomplete, using ellipsis  BIUE 
 
The following is the example of coding: 
Datum 4 CD 1/PP/SAGR/8A 
The coding means it is datum number 4 in the data found in the dialogue. The 
dialogue happens on first meeting. PP means the teacher/ students used positive 
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politeness strategy in the conversation. SAGR means the teacher/ students used 
“Seek Agreement” strategies. 8A is mean the class that observed by researcher. 
H. Technique of Data Analysis 
1. Data Reduction  
 According to Miles and Huberman (1994: 12), data reduction 
refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, abstracting, and 
transforming the data that appear in written-up field notes or 
transcriptions. They furtherpoint out that the data reduction or data 
condensation process is varied in several ways, such as through selection, 
summary or paraphrase and being subsume in larger pattern. After 
collecting the data of teachers‟ utterances, the researcher continued the 
study by selecting and simplifying the data of the teacher and 
students‟utterances which contain the politeness strategy so that there is 
no unimportant utterance included in the data. 
2. Data Display  
 The next point of data analysis is data display. After collect and 
reduces the data, the researcher displays the amassed data in organized 
and compressed information that will leads to conclusion. The forms of 
qualitative data display include types of matrices, graphs, charts, or 
networks. The function of these types of data display is to do accessible, 
compact, and organized information of the data. The researcher classified 
the data of the teacher and students‟ politeness strategys and displayed 
them in informative tables. 
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3. Conclusion drawing and verification.  
 After the data displayed in a form of table, then the researcher 
would able to interpret it and reach conclusions and verifications. Derived 
from the data displayed in tables, the next step conducted by the 
researcher is describing and interpreting the data so that the conclusions 
and verifications of the politeness strategy that used by teacher and 
students can be drawn.  
 In short, the steps in analyzing the data are: (1) the researcher collect the 
data through observation by take  some videos. Then, the researcher selects, 
identify, and focuses on the data by referring to formulation of the research 
problem; (2) after selecting the data, the researcher displays those data into 
table form; (3) after displaying the data, the conclusion is drawn. 
I. Trustworthiness of the Data 
 In Analyzing the data, the researcher needs to analyze the validity of the 
data to get the valid data. To prove the trustworthiness of the data, the 
researcher uses triangulation technique. Hubberman (1994:266) says 
triangulation is supposed to support a finding by showing that independent 
measures of it agree with or at least, do not contradict it. 
 Denzin‟s in Hubberman (1994:267) says researcher can think of 
triangulation by data source (which can include persons, times, places, etc), 
by method (observation, interview document), by researcher (investigator A, 
B, etc) and by the ory. To this researcher can add data type (Qualitative text, 
recording, quantitative). 
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 In this research, the sources of the data are teacher and students utterances 
and interview with the English teacher. Therefore, the researcher will use data 
triangulation and theoretical triangulation.The data in this research is 
transcript of teacher and students utterances in the classroom interaction. The 
researcher also use interview as the supporting the data. The researcher will 
use theoretical triangulation to get the valid data of the text. Meanwhile, the 
researcher will use data triangulation with compare the main data of this 
research uttered by the teacher and the students and the interview as the 
supporting the data. The researcher uses them to know the validity of the 
data. The processes of triangulation are done along the analysis of the data.  
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 This chapter presents the result of the research and is divided into two 
sections. The first section presents and describes the examined data from 
classroom observation. The data found are related to the politeness strategy used 
in teacher and students‟ utterances during teaching learning process was ongoing. 
The second section consists of discussion of the data found in teacher and 
students‟ utterance. This section provides a deep explanation on the politeness 
strategies used by teacher and students. There are some examples for the analysis 
to make the explanation clear. 
A. ResearchFindings 
 This section consists of two parts. The first part describes the findings for 
the types of politeness strategies used by teacher in English class and second 
part describes the types of politeness strategies used by students in English 
class. From the objects of the research, there are 158 data found by the 
researcher. The data from class 8B consist 94 data and class 8A consist 54 
data.  
 The researcher did the observation six times, three times in every class. 
The data is classified into three activities: opening, core, and closing activity  
in each meeting.  Since the researcher was in classroom, she used classroom 
based research design. The detail explanation is as below: 
1. The politeness strategies used by teacher and students during 
teaching learning process in English class of class 8B. 
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a. The politeness strategies used by teacher. 
1) First observation 
The researcher found 33 actsfrom the teacher‟s utterances of 
politeness strategies used by teacher in the first observation in 
class 8B. The detail is below: 
Description of context: 
Day, date :Monday, September 16
th
 2019 
Time  :10.00-11.20 
a) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
b) Core Activity 
There are several politeness strategies used by teacher during 
teaching learning process in class 8B. 
(1) Bald on Record Strategy 
There are some utterances of Bald on Record Strategy used 
by teacher. 
(a) Giving suggesting/advice 
There are two utterances that belong to giving 
suggestion/advice. 
DATUM10/CD1/BOR/GSA/8B 
“Makane yen bu guru omong dirungokne”. 
DATUM24/CD1/BOR/GSA/8B 
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“Wong yen dikandani kalau pelajaran bahasa Inggris 
bawa kamus, malah ngeyel senengane nyepelekne 
gurune yo ngono kuwi” 
The utterances above belong to giving 
suggestion/advise. It shows the teacher gives a 
suggestion to the students to listen when the teacher 
speaks 
(b) Warning, threatening 
There are four utterances that belong to warning, 
threatening 
DATUM07/CD1/BOR/WTG 
”Dirungokne tenan lho ya iki” 
The utterance above shows that the teacher gives the 
students a warning. The teacher asks to the students to 
listen clearly. It also applies in data 17, 20, and 36 
(c) Using imperative form 
There are 17 utterances that belong to using imperative 
form. 
DATUM1/CD1/BOR/UIF/8B 
“Ayo sekarang buka bukunya masing-masing!” 
The utterance above shows that the teacher using 
imperative form to ask the students to open their own 
book. The utterances that belongs to using imperative 
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form also applies in data 
3,5,6,9.13,18,19,22,23,27,34,37,39,40,43, and 44. 
(2) Positive politeness 
There are some utterances of positive politeness strategy 
used by teacher. 
(a) Seeking aggrement 
There are five acts from the teacher‟s utterances that 
belong to seeking agreement. 
DATUM14/CD1/PP/SAGR/8B 
“ya boleh” 
In order to show that the teacher agrees with the 
student‟s statement, the teacher repeats what have been 
said by the student. In this conversation the student 
asks the teacher, “boleh buka buku bu?, (Can I open 
the book, Mrs?),  then the teacher answers by repeating 
some of parts the student statement(ya boleh). It also 
applies in data 11,26, 30, 32. 
(b) Giving (or asking for) reason 
DATUM2/CD1/PP/GAFR/8B 
“Sekarang kita menginjak bab 3 ya, karena bab 2 
sudah selesai”. 
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The utterance above belongs to giving (or asking for) 
reason. It shows that the teacher asks the students about 
the reason why we must learn  chapter 3. 
(3) Negative politeness 
DATUM31/CD1/NP/BCIT/8B 
“Ngkosik perhatikan yang depan dulu” 
That utterance belongs to being conventionally indirect. 
The teacher means to command the students to pay 
attention to the material. 
(4) Off record strategy 
(a) Using rhetorical questions 
There are two acts from the teacher‟s utterances that 
belongs to using rhetorical questions. 
DATUM35/CD1/OR/URTQ/8B 
“pie jik gelem lanjut belajar ora iki?” 
DATUM12/C1/OR/URTQ/8B 
“Ngono lho pie paham?” 
In this context, the students know that the meaning of 
that question is command. Actually they know that it is 
time for study. The teacher gives command by using 
question without hopes to get an answer from the 
students. The purpose of that utterance is the teacher 
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wants to disguise the meaning, it is asking and 
commanding. 
(b) Overstating 
DATUM16/CD1/OR/OVRS 
“Ya bisa to? gampang kecil” 
In this utterance teacher saids “Ya bisa to? gampang 
kecil” to show overstate that material given by her to 
the students was very easy. 
c) Closing activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
2) Second observation 
The researcher found 16 utterances of politeness strategies used by 
teacher in the second observation in class 8B. The detail is below: 
Description of context: 
Day, date :Tuesday, September 17
th
 2019 
Time  :12.45-14.05 
a) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
b) Core Activity 
There are several politeness strategies used by teacher during 
teaching learning process in class 8B. 
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(1) Bald on Record Strategy 
There are some utterances of Bald on Record Strategy used 
by teacher. 
(a) Giving suggesting/advice 
There are two utterances that belong to giving 
suggestion/advice. 
DATUM59/CD2/BOR/GSA/8B 
”Yen diwulang nggatekne mesti iso nggarap, mesti 
gampang” 
DATUM71/CD2/BOR/GSA/8B 
“Makane sinau ben ora remidi yen ulangan” 
The utterances above belongs to giving 
suggestion/advise. In datum 59, it shows that the 
teacher gives a suggestion to the students to listen 
when the teacher speaks about the material in teaching 
learning process. Datum 71 shows the teacher ask to 
the students to study befor the examination. 
(b) Warning, threatening 
There are three utterances that belong to warning, 
threatening. 
DATUM52/CD2/BOR/WTG/8B 
“Digarap dewe-dewe  rasah nyontoh” 
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The utterance above shows the teacher gives the 
students a warning. The teacher asks to the students  
not to cheat . It also applies in data 56 and 58 
(c) Using imperative form 
There are five utterances that belong to using 
imperative form. 
DATUM46/CD2/BOR/UIF/8B 
“Siapkan selembar kertas dulu!” 
The utterance above shows that the teacher using 
imperative form to ask the students to set up a paper 
sheet. The utterances that belongs to using imperative 
form also applies in data 48,50,64, and 65. 
(2) Positive Politeness 
There is a utterance of Positive Politeness Strategy used by 
teacher. It is seeking aggrement There is one utterance that 
belongs to seeking agreement. 
DATUM55/CD2/PP/SAGR/8B 
“ boleh” 
In order to show that the teacher agrees with the student‟s 
statement, the teacher repeats what have been said by the 
students. In this conversation the teacher answers with the 
word “boleh” to show that the teacher agrees with the 
students‟ statement. It also applies in data 69. 
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(3) Negative Politeness 
(a) Being conventionally indirect 
There are three utterances that belong to being 
conventionally indirect. 
DATUM62/CD2/NP/BCIT/8B 
“Ada yang belum diganti?” 
The teacher means to ask the students to pay attention 
to the teacher‟s speech. It also applies in data 63 and 
72. 
(b) Questioning, using hedge 
DATUM70/CD2/NP/QUHD/8B 
“Ini nanti KKM nya 70, kalau dibawah 70 berarti 
harus remidi”. 
It is negative politeness that belongs to questioning, 
using hedge.This utterance gives the effect to the 
students. When the teacher says that utterance, the 
students will study diligently so that they don‟t get the 
score under 70.   
c) Closing activity 
The researcher does not found the politeness strategies in this 
activities. 
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3) Third observation 
The researcher found 11 utterances of politeness strategies used by 
teacher in the third observation in class 8B. The detail is below: 
Description of context: 
Day, date :Monday, September 23
rd
2019 
Time  :10.00-11.20 
a) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
b) Core Activity 
There are several politeness strategies used by teacher during 
teaching learning process in class 8B. 
(1) Bald on Record Strategy 
There are some utterances of Bald on Record Strategy used 
by the teacher. 
DATUM76/CD3/BOR/UIF/8B. 
“Iki dibagikan iki tidak sesuai namanya lho ya!” 
The utterance above  belongs to using imperative form to 
ask the students to share the paper. It also applies in data 
79, 82, 88,89, and 90. 
(2) Positive Politeness 
There are two utterances that belong to positive politeness. 
DATUM 85/CD3/PP/SAGR/8B 
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“Oke kita lanjut rom 3 ya” 
DATUM 93/CD3/PP/SAGR/8B 
“Iya” 
The utterances above belongs to seek agreement. In order 
to show that the teacher agrees with the student‟s 
statement, the teacher repeats what have been said by the 
student. In this conversation the teacher answers with the 
word “Oke”and “Iya”to show that the teacher agrees with 
the students‟ statement.  
(3) Negative Politeness 
There is an utterance that belongs to negative politeness. 
DATUM 74/CD3/NP/QUHD/8B 
“Nilai KKMnya 70, nanti kalau nilainya belum 70 saya 
adakan remidi” 
DATUM92/CD3/NP/QUHD/8B 
“Kalau besuk mengumpulkannya telat tidak bakal saya 
terima lho ya, tidak bakal saya nilai kalau terlambat” 
It is negative politeness that belongs to questioning, using 
hedge. This utterance gives the effect to the students. 
When the teacher says that utterance in datum 74, the 
students will study diligently so that they don‟t get the 
score under 70. It also applies in data 92. 
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c) Closing activity 
DATUM94/CD3/BOR/WTG/8B 
“Jangan lupa besuk pagi yang hari ini remidi!” 
The utterance above is bald on record strategy that belongs to 
warning, threatening. The utterance above shows the teacher 
gives the students a warning. 
 From the presentation of data finding above, the researcher uses 
the table to make easier to know the frequency of the  type of Politeness 
Strategy used by the teacher found in class 8B. The table is as below: 
Table 4.1. The Frequency of The Use of Politeness Strategy by 
Teacher Class 8B 
Context Kinds of Politeness 
Strategies 
Data Number Frequency 
Opening - - - - 
Core 
Bald on 
Record 
GSA 10,24,59,71 4 
 WTG 7,17,20,36,52,56,58 7 
 UIF 1,3,5,6,9,13,18,19,22,23,
27,34,37,39,40,43,44,46,
48,50,64,65,76,79,82,88,
89,90 
28 
Positive 
politeness 
SAGR 14,11,26,30,32,55,56,85,
93 
9 
 GAFR 2 1 
Negative 
Politeness 
BCIT 31,62,63,72 4 
QUHD 70,74,92 3 
Off record URTQ 35,12 2 
 OVRS 16 1 
Closing Bald on 
record 
WTG 94 1 
TOTAL 60 
 
 As it is drawn in Table 4.1, there are 60acts of politeness strategies 
used by the teacher during teaching learning process in English class. The 
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finding clearly showed that the teacher applied most of Bald-on Record 
strategy in teaching learning process. The strategy of using imperative 
form is the highest rank with 28 data out of the 60 data. In the second 
rank, there is the strategy seeking agreement that belongs to Positive 
Politeness strategy with 9 data. Then, the third rank, there is 
warning/threatening strategy with 8 data. It is followed by two strategies 
which have 4 data. Those are giving suggestion and being conventionally 
indirect. Then, there are questioning using hedge with 3 data and using 
rhetorical question with 2 data. 
 In the last rank, is covered by the strategies which have the 
occurrence once time. Those are giving (or asking for) reason and 
overstating. 
b. The politeness strategies used by students. 
1) First observation 
The researcher found 11 utterances of politeness strategies used by 
students in the first observation in class 8B. The detail is below: 
Description of context: 
Day, date :Monday, September 16
th
 2019 
Time  :10.00-11.20 
a) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
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b) Core Activity 
There are several politeness strategies used by students during 
teaching learning process in class 8B. 
(1) Bald on Record Strategy 
There are some utterances of Bald on Record Strategy used 
by students. 
DATUM25/CD1/BOR/RQT/8B 
“Bro jilek kamus” 
The utterance above is Bald on Record Strategy that 
belongs to requesting. This utterance shows the students 
request to her friends to borrow the dictionary. It also 
applies in data 29, 41, and 42. 
(2) Positive Politeness 
There are some utterances of positive politeness used by 
students. 
(a) Seeking Agreement 
There are five utterances that belong to seeking 
agreement. 
DATUM4/CD1/PP/SAGR/8B 
“Nggih bu mpun” 
The utterance above belongs to seeking agreement. In 
order to show that the students agree with the teacher‟s 
statement, the students answer what have been said by 
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the teacher. In this conversation the students answer 
with the word “nggih bu” to show that the students 
agree with the teacher‟s statement. It also applies in 
data 8, 21,28 and 38. 
(b) Joking 
DATUM18/CD1/PP/JOKE/8B 
“Nurun kancane no bu ben cepet rampung soale 
hahaha” 
The utterance above belongs to joking. In this 
utterance, the student doing a joke to make classroom 
condition more comfortable. 
c) Closing activity 
DATUM45/CD1/PP/SAGR/8B 
“Siap bu” 
It is positive politeness strategy. The utterance above belongs 
to seeking agreement. In order to show that the students agree 
with the teacher‟s statement, the students answer what have 
been said by the teacher. In this conversation the students 
answer with the word “siap bu” to show that the students 
agree with the teacher‟s statement. 
2) Second observation 
The researcher found 11 utterances of politeness strategies used by 
students in the second observation in class 8B. The detail is below: 
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Description of context: 
Day, date :Tuesday, September 17
th
2019 
Time  :12.45-14.05 
a) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
b) Core Activity 
There are several politeness strategies used by students during 
teaching learning process in class 8B. 
(1) Bald on Record Strategy 
There are some utterances of Bald on Record Strategy used 
by students. 
DATUM51/CD2/BOR/RQT/8B 
“Sampe jamnya habis mawon bu” 
The utterance above is Bald on Record Strategy that 
belongs to requesting. This utterance shows the students 
request to the teacher. It also applies in data 53,54,66,and 
68. 
(2) Positive Politeness 
DATUM49/CD2/PP/SAGR/8B 
“Nggih bu” 
The utterance above belongs to seeking agreement. In 
order to show that the students agree with the teacher 
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statement, the students answer what have been said by the 
teacher. In this conversation the students answer with the 
word “nggih bu” to show that the students agree with the 
teacher‟s statement. It also applies in data 57,60,61,67, and 
73. 
c) Closing activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
3) Third observation 
The researcher found 10 utterances of politeness strategies used by 
students in the third observation in class 8B. The detail is below: 
Description of context: 
Day, date :Monday, September 23
th
 2019 
Time  :10.00-11.20 
a) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
b) Core Activity 
There are several politeness strategies used by students during 
teaching learning process in class 8B. 
(1) Bald on Record Strategy 
There are utterances that belong to Bald on Record 
Strategy 
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(a) Requesting 
DATUM77/CD3/BOR/RQT/8B 
“Kulo mawon sing mbagekne bu” 
The utterance above is Bald on Record Strategy that 
belongs to requesting. This utterance shows the 
students request to the teacher. 
(b) Warning, threatening 
DATUM87/CD3/BOR/WTG/8B 
“Woy cah menengo!” 
The utterance above shows the student gives her 
friends a warning. The sudent asks to her friends  not to 
make the classroom noisy. 
(2) Positive politeness 
There are some utterances that belong to positive 
politeness strategy. 
(a) Noticing, attending to Hearer 
DATUM75/CD3/PP/NATH/8B 
“Weee (the students clap)” 
The utterance above belongs to noticing, attending to 
hearer. It shows that the students noticed with the 
teacher‟s statement. 
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(b) Seeking agreement 
DATUM78/CD3/PP/SAGR/8B 
“Nggeh bu” 
In order to show that the students agree with the 
teacher statement, the students answer what have been 
said by the teacher. In this conversation the students 
answer with the word “nggih bu” to show that the 
students agree with the teacher‟s statement. It also 
applies in data 80,81,83,84,86, and 91. 
c) Closing activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
 From the presentation of data finding above, the researcher uses 
table to make easier to know the frequency of the use type of Politeness 
Strategy by the students that found in class 8B. The table is as below: 
Table 4.2. The Frequency of The Use of Politeness Strategy by 
Students Class 8B 
Context Kinds of Politeness 
Strategies 
Data Number Freque
ncy 
Opening - - - - 
Core 
Bald on 
record 
RQT 25,29,41,42,51,53,54,66,68,77 10 
WTG 87 1 
Postive 
Politeness 
SAGR 4,8,21,28,38,49,57,60,61,67,73,78,
80,81,83,84,86,91 
18 
 JOKE 18 1 
 NATH 75 1 
Closing Positive 
politeness 
SAGR 45 1 
TOTAL 32 
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 As it is drawn in Table 4.2, there are 32acts of politeness strategies 
used by the students during learning process in English class. The finding 
clearly showed that the students applied most of positive politeness 
strategy in learning process.The strategy of seeking agreement is in the 
highest rank with 19 data. In the second rank, there is requesting that 
belongs to bald on record strategy with 10 data. 
 In the last rank, is covered by the strategies which have the 
occurrence once time. Those are the strategies of warning, joking,  and 
noticing attendingbto hearer. 
2. The politeness strategies used by teacher and students  during teaching 
learning process in English class of class 8A 
a. The politeness strategies used by teacher. 
1) First observation 
The researcher found 13 utterances of politeness strategies used by 
teacher in the first observation in class 8A. The detail is below: 
Description of context: 
Day, date :Tuesday, September 17
th
 2019 
Time  :10.00-11.20 
a) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
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b) Core Activity 
There are several politeness strategies used by teacher during 
teaching learning process in class 8A. 
(1) Bald on Record Strategy 
There are some utterances of Bald on Record Strategy used 
by teacher. 
(a) Giving Suggestion/advice 
There are two utterances that belong to giving 
suggestion/advice. 
DATUM9/CD4/BOR/GSA/8A 
“Boleh tapi ra oleh contonan lho ya, digarap dewe-
dewe ben cepet rasah plingak-plinguk marai suwe le 
nggarap” 
DATUM23/CD4/BOR/GSA/8A 
“Makane sinau yen diterangke bu guru ngrungokne 
mesti bojine apik mgko” 
The utterances above belongs to giving 
suggestion/advise. It shows the teacher gives a 
suggestion to the students. 
(b) Using Imperative form 
There are seven utterances that belong to using 
imperative form 
DATUM2/CD4/BOR/UIF/8A 
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“Jangan dicoret-coret ya!” 
The utterance above shows that the teacher using 
imperative form to ask the students. The utterances that 
belongs to using imperative form also applies in data 
7,14,16,17,19,21. 
(2) Positive politeness 
DATUM11/CD4/PP/SAGR/8A 
“Boleh penting anteng meneng” 
The utterance above belongs to positive politeness seeking 
agreement. In order to show that the teacher agrees with 
the student statement, the teacher repeats what have been 
said by the student. In this conversation the teacher 
answers with the word “boleh” to show that the teacher 
agrees with the students‟ statement. 
(3) Negative politeness 
DATUM22/CD4/NP/QUHD/8A 
“Ini nanti KKMnya 70 ya yang kurang dari 70 nilainya 
nanti bu guru adakan remidi” 
The utterance is negative politeness strategy that belongs 
to questioning using hedge. This utterance gives the effect 
to the students. When the teacher says that utterance, the 
students will study diligently so that they don‟t get the 
score under 70. 
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(4) Off record strategy 
DATUM4/CD4/OR/URTQ/8A 
“Siap to?” 
The utterance above is Off Record Strategy that belongs to 
using rhetorical questions. In this context, the students 
know that the meaning of tha question is command. 
Actually they know that they must ready to study. The 
teacher gives command by using question without hopes to 
get an answer from the students. The purpose of that 
utterance is the teacher wants to disguise the meaning, it is 
asking and commanding. 
c) Closing activity 
DATUM25/CD4/BOR/UIF 
“Jangan keluar kelas!” 
The utterance above shows that the teacher using imperative 
form to asks the students not to out from the classroom. 
2) Second Observation 
The researcher found 9 utterances of politeness strategies used by 
teacher in the second observation in class 8A. The detail is below: 
Description of context: 
Day, date :Wednesday, September 18
th
2019 
Time  :12.45-14.05 
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a) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
b) Core Activity 
There are several politeness strategies used by teacher during 
teaching learning process in class 8A. 
(1) Bald on Record Strategy 
DATUM26/CD5/BOR/UIF/8A 
“Ayok kita lanjutkan ngoreksi ulangan kemarin ya!” 
The utterance above shows that the teacher using 
imperative form to ask the students. The utterances that 
belongs to using imperative form also applies in data 
27,33, and 38. 
(2) Positive Politeness 
DATUM40/CD5/PP/NATH/8A 
“Tepuk tangan dulu buat kelas A” 
The utterance above belongs to noticing, attending to 
hearer. It shows that the teacher noticed with the students‟ 
statement.  
(3) Negative Politeness 
DATUM31/CD5/NP/QUHD/8A 
“Ini nanti yang nilainya kurang dari 70 remidi lagi 
mengerjakan lagi lho” 
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The utterance is negative politeness strategy that belongs 
to questioning using hedge. This utterance gives the effect 
to the students. When the teacher says that utterance, the 
students will study diligently so that they don‟t get the 
score under 70. 
(4) Off record strategy 
There are some utterances that belong to off record 
strategy. 
(a) Using rhetorical question 
DATUM35/CD5/OR/URTQ/8A 
“Paham ra liyane cara menilai gimana?” 
The utterance above is Off Record Strategy that 
belongs to using rhetorical questions. In this context, 
the students know that the meaning of tha question is 
command. Actually they know that they must know 
about the way to give a score. The teacher gives 
command by using question without hopes to get an 
answer from the students. The purpose of that utterance 
is the teacher wants to disguise the meaning, it is 
asking and commanding. 
(b) Giving hints 
DATUM36/CD5/OR/GVHN/8A 
“Suwe men to iki” 
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The utterance above is off record strategy that belongs 
to giving hints.In this strategy, the teacher is inviting 
the students to find the implied meaning of the hints. 
The teacher is stating indirectly that the students should 
be fast at doing a task. 
c) Closing activity 
DATUM42/CD5/BOR/GSA/8A 
“Besuk ditingkatkan lagi kalau ada ulangan belajar le 
tenanan ben ra ono le remidi” 
The utterance above belong to giving suggestion/advise. It 
shows the teacher gives a suggestion to the students. 
3) Third Observation 
The researcher found 6 utterances of politeness strategies used by 
teacher in the third observation in class 8A. The detail is below: 
Description of context: 
Day, date :Tuesday, September 24
th
2019 
Time  :10.00-11.20 
a) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
b) Core Activity 
There are several politeness strategies used by teacher during 
teaching learning process in class 8A. 
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(1) Bald on Record Strategy 
DATUM45/CD6/BOR/UIF/8A 
“Lanjut materi baru ya buka dulu bukunya!” 
The utterance above shows that the teacher using 
imperative form to asks the students. The utterances that 
belongs to using imperative form also applies in data 46, 
51, and 53. 
(2) Positive politeness 
DATUM48/CD6/PP/SAGR/8A 
“Ho‟o betul” 
The utterance above belongs to positive politeness seeking 
agreement. In order to show that the teacher agrees with 
the student statement, the teacher repeats what have been 
said by the student. In this conversation the teacher 
answers with the word “ho‟o betul” to show that the 
teacher agrees with the students‟ statement. It also applies 
in data 49. 
 From the presentation of data finding above, the researcher uses 
table to make easier to know the frequency of the use type of Politeness 
Strategy by the teacher that found in class 8A. The table is as below: 
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Table 4.3. The Frequency of The Use of Politeness Strategy by 
Teacher Class 8A 
Context Kinds of Politeness 
Strategies 
Data Number Frequency 
Opening - - - - 
Core 
Bald on 
record 
GSA 9.23 2 
 UIF 2,7,14,16,17,19,21,26,27,
33,38,45,46,51,53 
15 
Positive 
politeness 
NATH 40 1 
 SAGR 11,48,49 3 
Negative 
politeness 
QUHD 22,31 2 
Off record 
strategy 
URTQ 4,35 2 
 GVHN 36 1 
Closing 
Bald on 
record 
GSA 42 1 
 UIF 25 1 
TOTAL 28 
  
As it is drawn in Table 4.3, there are 28 utterances of politeness strategies 
used by the teacher during teaching learning process in English class. The 
finding clearly showed that the teacher applies most of Bald on Record 
Strategy in teaching learning process. The strategy of using imperative 
form is the highest rank with 16 data out of the 29 data. It is followed by 
two strategies which have 3 data. Those are giving (or asking for) reasong 
and seeking agreement. Then, there are two strategies with 2 data. Those 
are questioning using hedge and using rhetorical question. 
 In the last rank, is covered by the strategies which have the 
occurrence once time. Those are the strategies of noticing attending to 
hearer and giving hints. 
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b. The politeness strategies used by students. 
1) First observation 
The researcher found 12 utterances of politeness strategies used by 
students in the first observation in class 8A. The detail is below: 
Description of context: 
Day, date :Tuesday, September 17
th
 2019 
Time  :10.00-11.20 
a) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
b) Core Activity 
There are several politeness strategies used by students during 
teaching learning process in class 8A. 
(1) Bald on record strategy 
DATUM8/CD4/BOR/RQT/8A 
“Boleh buka kamus bu?” 
The utterance above belongs to requesting. It shows that 
the students request to the teacher to open the dictionary 
when the exercise happen. It also happens in data 10 and 
13. 
(2) Positive politeness 
DATUM1/CD4/PP/SAGR/8A 
“Nggih bu” 
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The utterance above belongs to positive politeness seeking 
agreement. In order to show that the students agree with 
the teacher‟s statement, the students answer what have 
been said by the student. In this conversation the teacher 
answers with the word “Nggih bu” to show that the 
students agree with the teacher‟s statement. There are nine 
utterances that belong to seeking agreement. It applies in 
data 3,5,6,12,15,18,20, and 24. 
c) Closing activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
2) Second Observation 
The researcher found 9 utterances of politeness strategies used by 
students in the second observation in class 8A. The detail is 
below: 
Description of context: 
Day, date :Wednesday, September 18
th
 2019 
Time  :12.45-14.05 
a) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
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b) Core Activity 
There are several politeness strategies used by students during 
teaching learning process in class 8A. 
(1) Bald on Record Strategy 
DATUM37/CD5/BOR/RQT/8A 
“Kulo pinjem soale bu” 
The utterance above belongs to requesting. It shows that 
the students request to the teacher to borrow the exam 
question. 
(2) Positive politeness strategy 
(a) Noticing, attending to hearer 
DATUM41/CD5/PP/NATH/8A 
“yee huu (claps their hand)” 
The utterance above belongs to noticing, attending to 
hearer. It shows that the students noticed with the 
teacher‟s statement.  
(b) Seeking agreement 
DATUM28/CD5/PP/SAGR/8A 
“Oke bu” 
The utterance above belongs to positive politeness 
seeking agreement. In order to show that the students 
agree with the teacher‟s statement, the students answer 
what have been said by the student. In this 
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conversation the srudents answers with the word “Oke 
bu” to show that the students agree with the teacher‟s 
statement. It applies in data 29,30,32,34, and 39 
c) Closing activity 
DATUM43/CD5/PP/SAGR/8A 
“Nggeh bu” 
The utterance above belongs to positive politeness seeking 
agreement. In order to show that the students agree with the 
teacher‟s statement, the students answer what have been said 
by the student. In this conversation the teacher answers with 
the word “Nggih bu” to show that the students agree with the 
teacher‟s statement.  
3) Third Observation 
The researcher found 4 utterances of politeness strategies used by 
students in the third observation in class 8A. The detail is below: 
Description of context: 
Day, date :Tuesday, September 24
th
2019 
Time  :10.00-11.20 
a) Opening activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
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b) Core Activity 
There are several politeness strategies used by students during 
teaching learning process in class 8A. 
(1) Positive politeness 
There are some utterances that belong to positive 
politeness strategies. 
(a) Seeking agreement 
DATUM47/CD6/PP/SAGR/8A 
“Ya bu” 
The utterance above belongs to positive politeness 
seeking agreement. In order to show that the students 
agree with the teacher‟s statement, the students answer 
what have been said by the student. In this 
conversation the srudents answers with the word “Ya 
bu” to show that the students agree with the teacher‟s 
statement. It applies in data 50 and 52. 
(b) Joking 
DATUM54/CD6/OR/BVGU/8A 
“Nggeh bu sing suwe nggeh” 
The utterance above is postitive politeness strategies 
that belongs to joking. 
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c) Closing activity 
There is no utterance used politeness strategy found in the 
opening activity. 
From the presentation of data finding above, the researcher uses table to 
make easier to know the frequency of the use type of Politeness Strategy 
by the students that found in class 8A. The table is as below: 
Table 4.4. The Frequency of The Use of Politeness Strategy by Stu 
dents Class 8A 
Context Kinds of Politeness 
Strategies 
Data Number Frequency 
Opening - - - - 
Core 
Bald on 
record 
RQT 8,10,13,37 4 
Positive 
politeness 
NATH 41 1 
SAGR 1,3,5,6,12,15,18,20,24,
28,29,30,32,34,39,47,5
0,52 
18 
JOKE 54 1 
Closing Positive 
politeness 
SAGR 43 1 
TOTAL 25 
 As it is drawn in Table 4.4, there are 25 utterances of politeness 
strategies used by the students during learning process in English class. 
The finding clearly showed that the students applied most of positive 
politeness strategy in learning process. The strategy of seeking agreement 
is in the highest rank with 19 data out of  the 25 data. In the second rank, 
there is a strategy of “requesting” which have 4 data. 
 In the last rank, is covered by the strategies which have the 
occurrence once time. Those are the strategies of noticing attending to 
hearer and joking. 
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B. Discussion 
 This section presents the discussion of the research findings. As mentioned 
in the previous chapter, there are two problem statements proposed in this 
study. The objectives of this study are to know what types of politeness 
strategies used by teacher and  students in teaching learning process. 
 The researcher used Brown and Levinson theory to describe the types of 
teacher and students‟ politeness strategies in teaching learning process. From 
the research findings above, the researcher found several types of politeness 
strategies used by teacher and students in teaching learning process. The data 
finding was discussed by using politeness strategies theory by Brown and 
Levinson. The detail is as below: 
1. Types of politeness strategies used by teacher 
 In this research, the researcher do a research for the two classes. 
Those are class 8B and 8A. From this classes, the researcher found the 
data about politeness strategies that used by teacher. Thetotal 
numbers of the data from class 8B are 60 utterances, the researcher found 
40 used Bald-on Record strategy, and 20 used Positive Politeness. The 
use of politeness strategy was dominated by Bald-on Record strategy. 
 Besides that, the total numbers of the data from class 8A are 28 
utterances, the researcher found 19 used Bald-on Record strategy, 4 used 
Positive Politeness, 2 used Negative Politeness, and 3 used Off-record 
strategy. 
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 Bald-on Record is related with directness. Directness commonly is 
employed by speaker who has higher authority than hearer. Thus, Bald-on 
Record commonly uttered by speaker who has higher authority or more 
powerful than hearer.The use of Bald-on Record strategy was reflected 
when the teacher uttered command to the students. By using this strategy, 
the addressee possible to easy catch the speaker mean, so 
misunderstanding can be avoided (Brown and Levinson, 1992: 71). So, 
the teacher often used this strategy to do her instruction. 
2. Types of politeness strategies used by students 
 In this research, the researcher do a research for the two classes. 
Those are class 8B and 8A. From this classes, the researcher found the 
data about politeness strategies that used by students. The total 
numbers of the data from class 8B are 32 utterances, the researcher found 
11data used Bald-on Record strategy and 21 used Positive Politeness 
srategy. 
 Beside that, the total numbers of the data from class 8A are 25 
utterances, the researcher found 4 data used Bald on Record strategy and 
21 used Positive Politeness strategy. 
 The use of politeness strategy was dominated by Positive 
Politeness strategy. The speaker uses Positive Politeness strategy because 
he can satisfy hearer‟s positive face, to some respect (Brown and 
Levinson, 1992 :72).It is reflected when the students give a respect to the 
teacher when they did some jokes. From doing this strategy, the students 
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can minimize the face threatening acts by assuring the teacher that she 
considers them to be of a same kind; she likes them and wants their 
wants.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
 This chapter is the last chapter of this research. After the researcher 
explored the discussion of the research findings which focus on the explanations 
of politeness strategies used by teacher and students and the process of politeness 
strategies arefound on the teacher and the studentsin teaching learning process in 
English class, then some conclusions and suggestions for some parties are made 
below. 
A. Conclusions 
 Based on the research findings and discussions, the result of this research 
shows three important points as follows. 
1. Related to the application of politeness strategies used by teacher, the 
findings show that all politeness strategies can be found in the teacher‟s 
utterances. Thetotal numbers of the data from class 8B are 60 utterances, 
the researcher found 40 used Bald-on Record strategy, and 20 used 
Positive Politeness. The use of politeness strategy was dominated by 
Bald-on Recordstrategy. The total numbers of the data from class 8A are 
28 utterances, the researcher found 19 used Bald-on Record strategy, 4 
used Positive Politeness, 2 used Negative Politeness, and 3 used Off-
record strategy. It means that Bald-on Record strategy noted as the high 
rank. 
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2. The researcher found some of the data about politeness strategies that 
used by students. The total numbers of the data from class 8B are 32 
utterances, the researcher found 11data tha used Bald-on Record strategy 
and 21 usedPositive Politeness srategy. Besides that, the total numbers of 
the data from class 8A are 25 utterances, the researcher found 4 data 
usedBald-on Record strategy and 21 usedPositive Politeness strategy. 
The data shows that the students preferred Positive Politeness strategy to 
other strategies in conducting communication with the teacher during 
teaching process. 
B. Suggestion 
 From the analysis about the politeness strategies, the researcher has 
some suggestions as follows:  
1. The teacher  
 The researcher suggests the teacher who teaches especially English 
to consider more about the use of politeness strategy in giving 
material in the classroom interaction to the students. In addition, the 
function of politeness strategy is very necessary to support the 
student‟s skill to be better. Moreover, how the way the teacher giving 
materials or giving motivations and managing the class through the 
language used by the teacher in the classroom is able to influence the 
students‟ characters in life. 
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2. Parents  
 Parents still play an important role to build students characters, so 
it is suggested to parents to give love and education for good attitude.  
3. The students  
 This research can be an additional reference for the English student 
especially for linguistic students. It is suggested for the English 
students who take linguistic concentration for they have to learn more 
about pragmatics especially politeness strategy. The students are 
supposed to learn pragmatics seriously. It is important because 
pragmatic is a study which learns about the meaning behind the 
sentence.  
4. The other researcher  
 This research just focuses on what kinds of politeness strategies 
strategy used by teacher and student and the process of politeness 
strategies arefound on the teacher and the studentsin teaching learning 
process in English class. This study can lead other researchers to 
conduct research on politeness strategies in the other form of literary 
works such as poetry and drama in the purpose of enriching the 
discourse studies. It is also hoped that the study on politeness involves 
language other than English; so, it can broaden the knowledge in 
applying linguistic aspects in various languages. 
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Appendix 1 
STUDENTS LIST OF CLASS 8B 
NO NAME 
1 Adinda Anjar Hapsari 
2 Al Fathir Ramadhan Setiawan 
3 Alvian Rahmadhani 
4 Arina Sabila Izzati 
5 Arya Eka Pradana 
6 Ashfiya Aufa Alfasanah 
7 Avia Cahaya Irianti 
8 Azzahra Nur Aisyah 
9 Dani Ardianto 
10 Dita Aulia Megasari 
11 Dodik Rangga Pratama 
12 Dwiki Saputra 
13 Fabiola Firda Fitria Saputri 
14 Fahmi Khassin 
15 Fauzi Al Choiri 
16 Ihsani Ikhrom Nandokhottan 
17 Isna Uswatun Khasanah 
18 Khoirun Nur Mafazah 
19 Luqman Hakim Syaifuddin 
20 Mahfuda Amar Hanafi 
21 Muh. Andri Novtafia Maharani 
22 Muh. Tamyis Ma‟arif 
23 Muhammad Alfianto Arsono 
24 Muhammad Kafi Muktafi 
25 Muhammad Maftuh Anwar 
26 Muhammad Teguh Purna S 
27 Nur Hidayah 
28 Oktavia Puji Astuti 
29 Rafli Alfaridho 
30 Raihan Yunus Dewantoro 
31 Raveliana Putri 
32 Retno Wulandari 
33 Ridho Aman Faizin 
34 Rifat Gufron Mustofa 
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35 Salsabila Nurul Aini 
36 Salwa Farah Fauziyyah 
37 Siti Apriani 
38 Siti Mubadiah 
39 Siti Solikah 
40 Sovia Azliya 
41 Vicha Ellesta Vanesya Putri 
42 Zidan Riky Firmansyah 
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STUDENTS LIST OF CLASS 8A 
NO NAME 
1 Abdul Hanif Choirulloh 
2 Achmad Alfareza 
3 Aditya Rahmadhani 
4 Akhsan Khoirul Anam 
5 Alexa Meta Talia 
6 Alfian Fachrul Rijaly 
7 Amanda Fiorentina M 
8 Ana Tasya Salsabila 
9 Argy Tata Maulana 
10 Ariska Dina Fitriya 
11 Ayla Azzahra A 
12 Ayu Lestari 
13 Bayu Dwi Ramadani 
14 Bayu Herdianto 
15 Devina Dewi 
16 Fatkhurohman 
17 Fauziyah Nurul Lathna 
18 Hafidz Ahzar Saputra 
19 Lutfia Anin Dhita 
20 Lutvi Siti Indriyani 
21 Millata Khanif 
22 Moh. Indra Maulana 
23 Muh. Ali Maksum 
24 Muh. Alif Dhiyaumasrur 
25 Muh. Fa‟iz Ashal 
26 Muh. Faqih Abdul R 
27 Muh. Haidar Ali Yahya 
28 Muh. Syihaabuddin 
29 Muqoffa Abdur Rosyid 
30 Natwa Naila Putri 
31 Rofi Ahmad Safii 
32 Sa‟data Qurrata‟ayun 
33 Ulil Absor 
34 Umi Rosyidah 
35 Viska Nur Azizah 
36 Windarti Tri Gustiyanti 
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37 Wulandari 
38 Yulia Putri Utami 
39 Yustachikul Akmal 
40 Yusuf Wibowo 
41 Zanuba Salma Salsabila 
42 Ziony Sarifatuzzahra 
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Appendix 2 
FIELD NOTES 
FIRST OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8B 
No  : 01 
Day, Date : Monday, 16 September 2019 
Time  : 10.00-11.20 
Place  : 8B / MTs N 4 Boyolali 
Observer : Nur Avita Ramadhani 
 The researcher came to the school at 09.30. The researcher entered the 
school office to meet the English teacher. Her name is Mrs. Sulastri. Today, she 
will teach in class 8B. It was an active class but also a noisy class. The teacher 
and the researcher entered the classroom. The teaching learning process start from 
10.00 am. Then the researcher took a sit in the back of the class. Before the 
teacher started the teaching learning activity, the researcher prepared the tools, 
such as, recorder, book note, anda pen. During the teaching learning activity, the 
researcher recorded the activity and wrote some notes. The reason why the 
researcher took some notes is the situation in this class was very noisy, so the 
teacher and the students‟ voices difficult to be heard. 
 The teaching learning activity today is discussed about “We know what to 
do” in LKS book. In opening activity, the teacher said, “Assalamualaikum Wr.Wb 
and good morning students”. Then the students answered by saying 
“Walaikumsalam Wr.Wb and Good Morning Bu”. The teacher checked the 
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attandance list and tried to make into a good condition.Then the teacher started to 
teach about the material today until the teaching learning process finished. 
 The teaching learning process finished at 11.20 am. The teacher closed the 
class by saying Hamdalah together and Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb. 
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SECOND OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8B 
No  : 02 
Day, Date : Tuesday, 17 September 2019 
Time  : 12.45-14.05 
Place  : 8B/ MTs N 4 Boyolali 
Observer : Nur Avita Ramadhani 
 Tuesday, 17 September 2019 the teaching learning process started at 
12.45-14.05 in class 8B. The teacher and the researcher entered the classroom. 
Then the researcher took a sit in the back of the class. Before the teacher started 
the teaching learning activity, the researcher prepared the tools, such as, recorder, 
book note, anda pen. During the teaching learning activity, the researcher 
recorded the activity and wrote some notes. In opening activity, the teacher said, 
“Assalamualaikum Wr.Wb and good afternoon students”. Then the students 
answered by saying “Walaikumsalam Wr.Wb and Good Afternoon Bu”. The 
teacher checked the attandance list and tried to make into a good condition. 
 Today the teacher gave daily tests to the students. The test is about the 
material that explained in the meeting before. The teacher gave a test and asked to 
the students to do it until finished. After the students finished their task, the 
teacher asked the students to collect it. 
 The teaching learning activity finished at 14.05 am. After the students 
collected the test, the teacher explained to the students what they should prepare 
for the next meeting. The teacher asked the students to pray together. After 
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praying together the researcher said thanks to them. Then the teacher closed the 
class by saying hamdallah together. 
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THIRD OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8B 
No  : 03 
Day, Date : Monday, 23 September 2019 
Time  : 10.00-11.20 
Place  : 8B/ MTs N 4 Boyolali 
Observer : Nur Avita Ramadhani 
 Monday, 23 September 2019 the teaching learning process started at 
10.00-11.20 am in class 8B. Then the researcher took a sit in the back of the class. 
Before the teacher started the teaching learning activity, the researcher prepared 
the tools, such as, recorder, book note, anda pen. During the teaching learning 
activity, the researcher recorded the activity and wrote some notes. In opening 
activity, the teacher said, “Assalamualaikum Wr.Wb and good morning students”. 
Then the students answered by saying “Walaikumsalam Wr.Wb and Good 
Morning Bu”. The teacher checked the attandance list and tried to make into a 
good condition. 
 Today, the teacher discussed about the daily tests yesterday, the teacher 
gave a students‟ paper to the students. Then the teacher and the students discussed 
together about it. After the discussion finished, the teacher asked to the students to 
give a score. Then, the students reported the scores to the teacher. 
 The teaching learning activity finished at 11.20 am. The teacher explained 
to the students what they should prepare for the next meeting. The teacher closed 
the class by saying Hamdalah together and Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb. 
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FIRST OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8A 
 
No  : 04 
Day, Date : Tuesday, 17 September 2019 
Time  : 10.00-11.20 
Place  : 8A / MTs N 4 Boyolali 
Observer : Nur Avita Ramadhani 
 The researcher came to the school at 09.00 am. The researcher entered the 
school office to meet the English teacher. Today, she will teach in class 8A. It was 
an active and become a favourite class. The teacher and the researcher entered the 
classroom. The teaching learning process started from 10.00 am. Then the 
researcher took a sit in the back of the class. Before the teacher started the 
teaching learning activity, the researcher prepared the tools, such as, recorder, 
book note, anda pen. During the teaching learning activity, the researcher 
recorded the activity and wrote some notes. The reason why the researcher took 
some notes is the situation in this class was very noisy, so the teacher and the 
students‟ voices difficult to be heard.In opening activity, the teacher said, 
“Assalamualaikum Wr.Wb and good morning students”. Then the students 
answered by saying “Walaikumsalam Wr.Wb and Good Morning Bu”. The 
teacher checked the attandance list and tried to make into a good condition. 
 Today the teacher gave a daily tests to the students. The test is about the 
material that explained in the meeting before. The teacher gave a test and asked to 
the students to do it until finished. After the students finished their task, the 
teacher asked the students to collect it. 
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 The teaching learning activity finished at 11.20 am. After the students 
collected the test, the teacher explained to the students what they should prepare 
for the next meeting. The teacher closed the class by saying Hamdalah together 
and Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb. 
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SECOND OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8A 
No  : 05 
Day, Date : Wednesday, 18 September 2019 
Time  : 12.45-14.05 
Place  : 8A/ MTs N 4 Boyolali 
Observer : Nur Avita Ramadhani 
 Wednesday, 18 September 2019 the teaching learning process started at 
12.45-14.05 am in class 8A. Then the researcher took a sit in the back of the class. 
Before the teacher started the teaching learning activity, the researcher prepared 
the tools, such as, recorder, book note, anda pen. During the teaching learning 
activity, the researcher recorded the activity and wrote some notes. In opening 
activity, the teacher said, “Assalamualaikum Wr.Wb and good afternoon 
students”. Then the students answered by saying “Walaikumsalam Wr.Wb and 
Good Afternoon Bu”. The teacher checked the attandance list and tried to make 
into a good condition. 
 Today, the teacher discussed about the daily tests yesterday, the teacher 
gave a students‟ paper to the students. Then the teacher and the students discussed 
together about it. After the discussion finished, the teacher asked to the students to 
give a score. Then, the students reported the scores to the teacher. 
 The teaching learning activity finished at 14.05 am. The teacher explained 
to the students what they should prepare for the next meeting. The teacher asked 
the students to pray together. After praying together the researcher said thanks to 
them. Then the teacher closed the class by saying hamdallah together. 
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THIRD OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8A 
No  : 06 
Day, Date : Tuesday, 24 September 2019 
Time  : 10.00-11.20 
Place  : 8A/ MTs N 4 Boyolali 
Observer : Nur Avita Ramadhani 
 Tuesday, 24 September 2019 the teaching learning process started at 
10.00-11.20 am in class 8B. Then the researcher took a sit in the back of the class. 
Before the teacher started the teaching learning activity, the researcher prepared 
the tools, such as, recorder, book note, anda pen. During the teaching learning 
activity, the researcher recorded the activity and wrote some notes. In opening 
activity, the teacher said, “Assalamualaikum Wr.Wb and good morning students”. 
Then the students answered by saying “Walaikumsalam Wr.Wb and Good 
Morning Bu”. The teacher checked the attandance list and tried to make into a 
good condition. 
 Today, the teacher discussed the material about “Prohibition” that contain 
in LKS book. The teacher explained slowly about this material. The students 
listened and tried to understand about the explanation from the teacher. After the 
teacher finished her explanation about prohibition. She asked the students to do 
the task in LKS book. 
 The teaching learning activity finished at 11.20 am. After the students 
finished the task, the teacher explained to the students what they should prepare 
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for the next meeting. The teacher closed the class by saying Hamdalah together 
and Wassalamualaikum Wr. Wb. 
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Appendix 3 
SCRIPT OF CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS 
FIRST OBSEVATION OF CLASS 8B 
Day, Date :Monday, 16 September 2019 
Time  : 10.00-11.20 
T : Teacher 
S : Students 
R :Reseacher 
CLASROOM 
ACTIVITY 
UTTERANCES 
OPENING ACTIVITY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CORE ACTIVITY 
T Assalamualakum Wr.Wb 
S Walaikum salam Wr.Wb 
T Good Morning Students 
S Goof Morning Bu 
T How are you today? 
S I‟m fine thankyou and you? 
T I‟m fine too thank you 
 Oke hari ini siapa yang tidak masuk? 
S Fahmi nu Fahmi 
T Kenapa? 
S Sakit Bu 
T Ada kursi kosong enggak belakang ya? 
S Ada bu dua  
T Ya itu biar buat duduk mbak-mbak nya di 
belakang 
S Hayyy mbak.e... 
T Ayo sekarang keluarkan bukunya masing-
masing. Sekarang pelajaran nya apa? 
S Bahasa Inggris bu 
T Sekarang kita menginjak bab 3 ya, karena bab 
2 sudah selesai kita lanjutkan bab 3 untuk hari 
ini. 
Ayo dibuka dulu bukunya yang unit 3!. Disini 
judulnya yaitu “We Know What to Do” 
S We Know What to do (students read the title of 
the chapter” 
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T Artinya kita tahu apa yang kita lakukan. Ayo 
ndang dibuka malah podo meneng wae ngopo? 
S Nggih bu mpun 
T Udah ya.. 
S Sampun 
T Untuk yang pertama kita akan mempelajari 
tentang penggunaan modal “Must” atau “have 
to”. Perhatikan disini! contoh yang pertama 
“You must go now before its rain”. Apa itu 
maksudnya kira-kira? 
S Mboten ngertos bu 
T Ini kata must disini letaknya sesudah subject. 
Ayo perhatikan. Kamu harus pergi sebelum 
hujan. Kata must merupakan modal yang 
artinya harus. Jadi harus dilaksanakan. Jadi 
kita tahu apa yang harus kita kerjakan.  
Ora dirungokne kie pie to jane,.Dirungokne 
tenan lho ya iki! 
S  Nggih bu niki mpun dirungokne 
T Ayo Lukman pindah ngarep dewe kene cepet! 
S Hahaha sokorrr 
T  Nang mburi marai kancane rame wae 
 Disini kita akan belajar tentang bagaimana 
menggunakan kata must 
S Must tadi artinya apa to bu? 
T Harus le makane yen bu guru omong 
dirungokne! 
S Nanti jawabanya “Yes/Oke” 
Kamu harus oergi sebelum hujan! 
Jadi kita harus bagaimana? 
S Kita harus mengerjakannya 
T Ya betul. Jadi kita menjawabnya dengan kata 
“Oke” 
 Contoh kedua “You have to call me if the 
teacher come”. Artinya kamu harus 
memanggilku jika guru datang. Jadi disini must 
dan have to itu sama. Fungsinya sama 
S Koyo can karo opo kae bu? 
S Karo going to.. 
T Hayoo sing be going to kae opo? 
S Will bu will 
T Jadi disini tadi must sama have to bagaimana 
tadi? 
S Fungsinya sama 
T Ini kewajiban yang harus kita lakukan. Jadi 
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kalau kita tidak mengerjakan bagaimana? 
S Kena sanksi? 
T Koyo sing percakapan 1 tadi lho. You must go 
now before its rain. Jadi kamu harus pergi 
sebelum hujan. Sama kayak ini. You have to 
call me if the teacher comes. Kamu harus 
memanggilku jika guru datang. Jika kamu 
tidak memanggil temanmu tadi ya kamu nanti 
dimarahi. 
Ngono lho pie paham ? 
S Nggih paham bu 
T Jadi kata must dan have to itu diikuti oleh 
infinitive. Apa itu infinitive? 
S Gak tahu bu.. 
T Infinitive itu kata kerja bentuk pertama 
 Rumusnya kek gini “Must/have to + 
V1/infinitive”.. Contohnya apa misalnya apa 
hayo? semua ayo buat contoh satu-satu! 
S Kulo bu. You must finish the homework 
T Ya boleh. Kamu harus menyelesaikan PR 
sebelum guru datang. Ayo cobo kuwi bahasa 
inggrise gimana? 
S Nurun kancane no bu ben cepet rampung soale 
hahaha 
S You must finish the homework before the 
teacher comes 
T Ya bisa to? gampang kecil 
S Saget bu 
T Apalagi yoo opo meneh. 
Kamu harus datang lebih awal sebelum 
upacara dimulai. Jajal ayo pie ra gojek wae le 
mburi 
S You must.... opo meneh bu 
T You must come early before the ceremony 
starts. Jadi kita menggunakan rumus ini tadi 
(teacher writes the answer in the whiteboard) 
S Bedone must karo have to opo bu? 
T Perhatikan ini perbedaannya. Kalau must tidak 
mempunyai bentuk lampau. Kita harus 
menggunakan have to jika untuk bentuk 
lampau. 
Itu perbedaanya. Perhatikan lagi LKS nya 
sudah ada banyak contoh-contohnya. Ayo 
dirungokne sik ra rame dewe-dewe 
S Nggih bu 
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T Disini ada banya sekali contohnya  
(the teacher reads the examples from the book) 
Sekarang kalian buat contih sendiri nanti maju 
ke depan! 
S Alah bu angell.. 
T Buat contoh dua. Must satu kalimat, have to 
satu kalimat. Kalau gak tau artinya buka 
kamus. 
S Gak bawa kamus ki bu lupa 
T Wong yen dikandani kalo pelajaran bahasa 
Inggris bawa kamus. Malah ngeyel senengane 
nyepelekne gurune yo ngono kuwi 
S Bro aku jilek kamus 
S Sik to aku sik 
S Bu tugas bu? garap saiki? 
T Iya 
S Bu dikasih to be bu? 
 Kalau misalnya saya harus mandi sebelum 
sekolah boleh bu? 
T Boleh tinggal bahasa inggrisnya gimana itu. 
 Ayo siapa yang sudah selesai ayo maju 
S Kulo bu (writes the answer in the whiteboard) 
T Ayo ada lagi? 
S Kulo angsal bu? 
T Boleh ayo 
S Bu Bu aku (rise her hand) 
T Ngkosik perhatikan yang depan dulu 
S Bu uwe bu 
T Ya ini semua yang ada di papan tulis sudah 
betul semua. 
Ayo siapa lagi? 
S Aku bu 
T Ya. Dibaca aja tidak usah maju ke depan. 
S Saiki bu? 
I must study before I sleep 
T Ya betul sekali. 
(some students also give some examples) 
After the students finish the assignment about make 
the example of the material. Next, the teacher give 
explanation again 
T Ayo sekarang kita lanjutkan. Wis ben podo 
rame dewe, bu guru tak meneng wae, jan saiki 
ki tenan 8B wis bedo dikandani gurune wis ra 
keno. Akeh guru-guru le sambat bukan saya 
sendiri tapi semuanya. Diulang sopo wae wis 
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rame ratau gelem ngrungokne. Pie jik ggelem 
lanjut belajar ora iki? 
S Tesih bu 
T Oke sekarang kita lanjtkan. Kemarin ada PR 
sudah dikerjakan? 
S Belum bu 
S Kurang sitik bu 
S Masih ada yang belum dijawab bu 
T Yowis ngono kuwi dikek‟i PR ratau digarap 
S Kulo mpun kok bu 
S Lha soale ra lengkap kok bu gur enek 8 soal 
T Sekarang semua keluarkan bukunya. tak lihat 
siapa yang tidak mengerjakan 
S Ya bu 
S Aku belum selesai lho bu 
T Yowis sekarang diselesaikan dulu 15 menit. 
S Bu kae wis bel bu 
T Ijik sak jam 
T Ayo wis 15 menit ndang dibahas 
(discuss about the homework) 
T Karena waktunya masih sedikit sekarang buka 
dulu LKS nya halaman 30 dikerjakan dulu.. 
S Dikerjakan dimana bu? 
S LKS wae ya bu 
T Di buku saja 
S Ya bu. Kalau tidak selesai PR ya 
T Penting digarap sik 
S Bu ijin ke kamar mandi 
T Wong siji wae rasah dadak wong 2 
S Ya sudah bu 
 
CLOSING ACTIVITY T Karena bel sudah bunyi, yang belum selesai 
buat PR dirumah ya jangan lupa, besuk dibahas 
pertemuan selanjutnya  
S Siap bu 
T  Yasudah. Cukup sekian Wassalamualaikum 
Wr Wb 
S Walaikumsalam Wr.Wb 
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SECOND OBSEVATION OF CLASS 8B 
Day, Date : Tuesday, 17 September 2019 
Time  : 12.45-14.05 
T : Teacher 
S : Students 
R :Reseacher 
CLASROOM 
ACTIVITY 
UTTERANCES 
OPENING ACTIVITY T Assalamualakum Wr.Wb 
S Walaikum salam Wr.Wb 
T Good afternoon students 
S Good afternoon teacher 
T Hari ini kita ulangan ya materinya tentang 
materi yang dipelajari kemarin. 
CORE ACTIVITY S Mosok saiki bu? 
T Siapkan selembar kertas dulu. 
Udah semua? ditulis nama nomer kelas 
diatasnya ya. Soalnya satu meja satu ya jangan 
dicoret-coret. Itu straplesnya dicopot ben iso 
nggarap dewe-dewe. 
S Nggeh bu 
S Bu itu ditulis jawabane tok bu? 
T Oya nanti rom satu ditulis ABC beserta 
kalimatnya ya. Sing pener! 
S Nggih bu 
S Waktunya berapa jam bu? 
T Satu jam aja. Makane cepet digarap 
S Cepet men bu 
S Sampe jamnya habis mawon bu 
T Wis ayo digarap rasah kakehan rame. 
Digarap dewe-dewe rasah contonan! 
S Boleh buka kamus bu? 
T Boleh 
S Buka buku boleh juga bu? 
T Boleh penting ra contonan ya. 
S Ya bu 
(they started to do the test) 
T Rasah rame ribut takok-takok kancane 
S Nggarap dewe kok bu-bu 
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T Yen diwulang nggatekne mesti iso nggarap, 
mesti gampang. Wong kabeh wis dijelaske. 
Dikandani we nylomet rame dewe makane gur 
iso plingak-plinguk. 
S Nggeh bu nggeh 
S Bu rom tiga nomor 3 nomor 3 soalnya gimana? 
T Oya itu tadi kurang subject you, sing durung 
ditambahi, ditambahi sik. 
S Oalah ya bu 
T Ada yang belum diganti? 
S Mpun bu mpun ditambahi niki 
S Kulo nggeh sampun bu 
T  Nggone Zahra durung diganti to? 
S Dereng bu 
T Berarti durung diganti karo kelas A mau 
S Endi to le ditambahi you? 
T Nomer 3 rom 3 le. 
S Bu clothes artinya apa? 
T Buka kamus, gowo kamus ra? 
S Hehehe mboten bu 
S Bu mpun rampung bu 
T Yen wis rampung tumpuk rene 
S Boleh pulang bu? 
T Ngkosik durung bel. 
Soalnya yang udah selesai dikumpulkan lagi 
ayo distraples lagi 
S Nggih bu 
S Bu toilet nggeh bu 
T Iya kono. 
Sudah selesai semua? 
S Dereng bu. Kurang sedikit. 
T Ini nanti KKMnya 70. Kalau dibawah 70 
berarti besuk harus remidi. 
S Horok enek remidi bu? 
T Iyo no, makane sinau ben ora remidi yen 
ulangan. 
Ayo yang belum selesai segera diselesaikan. 
S Ini bu sudah 
T Oke kita bahas pertemuan selanjutnya ya 
S Siap bu. 
Insya allah biji 100 bu 
CLOSING ACTIVITY T Bentar lagi pulang ayo ndang disiapkan sik 
berdoa. 
S Di tempat duduk siap grak berdoa mulai 
(praying) 
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T Wassalamualaikum Wr.Wb 
S Walaikumsalam Wr.Wb 
S Salim bu salim 
T Sik nunggu lima menit lagi 
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THIRD OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8B 
Day, Date : Monday, 23 September 2019 
Time  : 10.00-11.20 
T : Teacher 
S : Students 
R :Reseacher 
CLASROOM 
ACTIVITY 
UTTERANCES 
OPENING ACTIVITY T Assalamualakum Wr.Wb 
S Walaikum salam Wr.Wb 
T Good afternoon students 
S Good afternoon teacher 
T Hari ini yang tidak masuk siapa? 
S Nihil bu 
CORE ACTIVITY T Sekarang kita lanjutkan mengoreksi ulanhan 
kemarin ya. Kita bahas. Nanti KKMnya 70, 
annti kalau nilainya belum 70. Saya adakan 
remidi 
S Enggak ada yang remidi kok nanti bu 
T Saya kasih tahu dulu tadi di kelas 8AA yang 
remidi cuma 3 anak, tertinggi nilanya 89. 
S Weeee (the students clap) 
S Sini nanti tertinggi 100 kok bu 
T Yo aminnn mugo-mugo satus 
S Aminn 
T Iki dibagikan sik iki tidak sesuai namanya lho 
ya 
S Kulo mawon sing mbagekne bu 
T Soale sekalian le 
S Nggeh bu 
Niki turah sua kie bu 
T Yasudah bawa sini 
Ini nanti kalau huruf sama kalimat 
dibelakangnya tidak sesuai tetep disalahke 
nggeh 
S Nggeh 
T Misal disini jawabannya A tapi nulis 
kalimatnya yang B berarti tetep salah lho ya 
S Nggeh bu 
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T Dirungokne tenanan. Ngko yen ngoreksine 
salah bijine tak sudo. Dadi rasah rame-rame. 
S Nggeh bu 
T Yok rom 1 dulu 
(the teacher give an answer until rom 1 
finished) 
T Udah selesai ya rom satunya. Sekarang kita 
lanjut rom dua. Itu kita disuruh membuat 
kalimat positif, negatif, dan interogatif . Itu 
tadi kan ada dua jawaban setiap soal jadi nanti 
nilainya setiap nomer 2 
S Kalau kurang tanda tanya bu? 
T Yha tetep salah no 
S Seumpama kurang satu kata gitu bu? 
T Pokoke kalau tidak lengkap tetep salah ya 
S Ya bu 
T (the teacher give answer until rom 2 finished) 
 Sudah selesai ya yang ngoreksi rom 2? 
S Sudah bu langsung lanjut aja bu 
T Oke kita lanjut rom 3 ya 
Ayo bu guru bacakan ya jawaban nya 
S Ya bu langsung mawon ndak kesuwen 
T (the teacher give answer until rom 3 finished) 
 Sekarang nilainya ya.. 
Rom 1 betul dikali 1 
Rom 2 betul dikali 2 
Rom 3 betul kali 2 juga 
Jdi total jumlahnya ada 40, hasil akhir dibagi 4 
ya 
S Ya bu siapp 86 
T Yang sudah tak panggil satu-satu ya mulai dari 
absen pertama 
(the teacher write the scores from the students) 
S Woy cah menengo bu guru ngomong ra krungu 
kae lho 
T Dinda ki bengok-bengok nyang kancane tapi 
yo ra iso anteng dewe kok 
S Huuuuu opo kuwiii 
T Soalnya dikumpulin lagi ya ayo. 
Saya bacakan yang remidi-remidi yang 
nilaninya kurang daru 70. 
S Remidine pripun bu? 
T Remidinya mbaleni rom 2 ya. Buat kalimat 
positif, negatif dan interogative. 
S Berarti rom 2 tok? 
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T Iya. Besuk pagi dikumpulkan di mejanya bu 
guru 
S Dimana bu? di buku tugas nopo di kertas? 
T Dikertas aja yang baru. ini saya bacakan dulu 
yang remidi dirungokne tenanan iki! 
(the teacher announce the students that have a 
remidial) 
 Soal remidi podo kuwi, penak to. ngko yen 
betul kabeh nilainya 10 tapi nilai remidi tetap 
berbeda dengan nilai ulangan lho ya. 
Saiki soale dicatet sik nyoh iki soale 
S Nggeh bu pinjam soale dulu 
T Kalo besuk mengumpulkannya telat tidak 
bakal saya terima lho ya, tidak akan saya nilai 
kalau terlambat. 
S Kudu sebelum istirahat dadine bu? 
T Iya 
S Bu ijin ke belakang 
CLOSING ACTIVITY T Sudah ya jamnya sudah mau habis. Jangan 
lupa besuk bagi yang hari ini remidi 
 Sekian dan Waassalamualaikum Wr.Wb 
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FIRST OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8A 
Day, Date : Tuesday, 17 September 2019 
Time  : 10.00-11.20 
T : Teacher 
S : Students 
R :Reseacher 
CLASROOM 
ACTIVITY 
UTTERANCES 
OPENING ACTIVITY 
 
T Assalamualakum Wr.Wb 
S Walaikum salam Wr.Wb 
T Good Morning Students 
S Goof Morning Bu 
T How are you today? 
S I‟m fine thankyou and you? 
T I‟m fine too thank you 
T Ada yang tidak masuk? 
S Nihil bu nggak masuk 
CORE ACTIVITY T Hari ini ulangan ya 
S Haa sing omong sinten bu? 
T Yha bu guru no. 
Pokoknya hari ini kita ulangan 
Bu guru sudah siapkan fotokopi ini. Materi 
tentang kemarin yang sudah kita pelajari. 
S Nggih bu 
T Satu meja saya kasih satu lembar. Jangan 
dicoret-coret ya. Soale yang lain belum 
ulangan ini baru yang pertama kelas kalian. Ini 
ada 3 lembar boleh ditetel ben iso nggarape 
gentenan. 
S Nggeh 
T Siap to? 
S Siap no bu 
T Semua harus siap pokoke kudu siap belajar 
S Dikerjakan dimana ini bu? 
T Di kertas sobekan diatasnya dikasih nama 
nomer kelas ya! 
S Asshiiappp bu 
T Ayo sekarang perhatikan cara mengerjakannya 
ya. Pertama keluarkan kertas dulu tulis nama 
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nomer kelas jangan lupa. 
Kemudian nanti rom 1 ditulis jawaban huruf 
beserta kalimat dibelakangnya ojo ngasi kleru. 
Rom 2 itu membuat kalimat positif, negatif, 
dan interogative sesuai dengan soalnya itu. 
Rom 3 susun kalimat itu langsung jawabane 
wae. 
S Boleh buka kamus bu? 
T Boleh tapi ra oleh contonan lho yo, digarap 
dewe-dewe ben cepet rasah plingak-plinguk 
marai suwe le nggarap 
S Kalo buka catetan bu? 
T Boleh penting anteng meneng 
S Siiappp bu guru 
S Lha waktune berapa jam bu? 2 jam mawon 
nggeh? 
T Satu jam wis menengo ndang digarap 
S Alah bu bu 
 (they starts do the test) 
T Ayo sing pojok-pojok kae lungguhe ojo mepet-
mepet. Ayo geser ngalor 
S Horok mpun kok niki bu 
T Mepet-mepet gur marakne rame dewe wae 
 Oya ini ada soal yang kurang ya kalimatnya. 
Itu nomer 3 rom 3 kurang subject you. 
Tolong ditambahi kuwi ditulis nang kertase! 
S  Yang mana to bu jane? 
T  Rom 3 nomer 2 tole cah bagus 
S  Owalah enggeh sampun 
T Nanti kalau sudah selesai kumpulkan ke depan 
kertas jawaban beserta soalnya ya. 
Jangan lupa soalnya distraples lagi. 
S Ngkosik bu jik kurang dereng rampung 
T Yo ndang digarap sik 
 Yang bawa straples siapa disini? 
S Niki bu kulo bawa 
T Nanti distraples ya ini pinjam straplesnya 
Hapit dulu 
S Nggeh bu 
T Ayok siapa yang sudah selesai kumpulkan sini 
 Wis sak jam punjul lho iki 
S Bentar bu masih banyak, lha soalnya banyak 
banget kok 
T Yowis bu guru tunggu sebelum jam habis 
harus dikumpulkan 
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S Wokeyy bu 
S Bu sudah selesai 
T Ya taruh sini yang lain juga 
T Ini nanti KKMnya 70 ya yang kurang dari 70 
nilainya nanti bu guru adakan remidi 
S Dadak enek remidi to bu? 
T Iyo no makane sinau, yen diterangke bu guru  
ngrungokne mesti bijine ngko apik-apik. 
 Besuk kita koreksi pertemuan selanjutnya ya, 
sekarang siap-siap dulu pelajaran berikutnya. 
S Ya bu 
T Ini sudah semua ya ngumpulinnya 
CLOSING ACTIVITY T Ini masih kurang 5 menit, buat pelajaran 
selanjutnya saja ya jangan keluar kelas 
S Nggeh bu 
T Cukup sekian Wassalamualaikum Wr.Wb 
S Walaikumsalam Wr.Wb 
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SECOND OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8A 
Day, Date : Wednesday, 18 September 2019 
Time  : 12.45-14.05 
T : Teacher 
S : Students 
R :Reseacher 
CLASROOM 
ACTIVITY 
UTTERANCES 
OPENING ACTIVITY 
 
T Assalamualakum Wr.Wb 
S Walaikum salam Wr.Wb 
T Good Morning Students 
S Goof Morning Bu 
T How are you today? 
S I‟m fine thankyou and you? 
T I‟m fine too thank you 
 Nihil to iki? 
S Nihil bu 
CORE ACTIVITY T Ayok kita lanjutkan ngoreksi ulangan kemarin 
ya 
S Itu dibagikan bu? 
T Iya nyo iki dibagikan ojo sesuai namanya ya 
S Oke bu 
T Soalnya juga dibagi ini satu meja satu 
S Nggeh 
T Wis etuk kabeh soal karo kertas jawabane? 
S Mpun bu 
T Ini nanti yang nilainya kurang dari 70 remidi 
lagi mengerjakan lagi lho 
S Alah alah bu bu 
T Wis ayo mulai rom 1 dulu buguru bacakan 
jawabannya dirungokne tenan ora arep tak  
baleni ya. 
Antara guruf karo kalimat mburine kudu 
cocok, yen ra cocok tetep disalahke 
S Nggih nggih bu 
T Nomer 1  
(the teacher gives answer from chapter 1 until 
finished) 
T Rom 1 enek sing bener kabeh? 
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S Mboten bu malah niki salah akeh  
T Wong dho ra sinau kok yo ngono kuwi 
S Sinau kok bu lha ulangane ndadak kok bu 
T Lanjut rom 2 
Itu membuat kalimat positive, negatif, dan 
interogative ya tergantung soalnya. 
Jawabannya berarti ada dua nanti ayo 
dirungokne tenanan ben ra salah ngoreksine! 
S Yen mboten enten tanda tanyane salahke 
mboten bu? 
T Yo salah no qwi tanda tanya ki penting kok 
S Oke bu akeh sing salah iki dadine  
T (the teacher gives answer from rom 2) 
T Ada yang mau ditanyakan tidak ini tadi? 
S No bu 
T Lanjut rom tiga menyusun kalimat acak kudu 
pener lo yo. 
Langsung nomer satu 
((the teacher gives answer from rom 3) 
T Sudah semua ya ada yang ditanyakan lagi 
tidak? kalau ada maju sini 
S Mboten bu nilaine pripun niki bu? 
T Yo sik nilaine ngene.. 
Rom 1 betul dikali 1 
Rom 2 betul dikali 2 
Rom 3 betul kali 2 juga 
Jdi total jumlahnya ada 40, hasil akhir dibagi 4 
ya 
S Nggih bu dietung sik 
T Paham ra liyane cara menilai gimana? 
S Paham bu sebentar 
T Sudah semua? tak panggil satu-satu urut absen 
S Dereng rampung bu 
T Suwe men to iki 
 Ayo absen 1 ? 
(the teacher writes the scores of the students 
until finish) 
T Sudah semua ya, bu guru bacakan yang 
nilainya kurang dari 5 ini.. 
S Ada berapa anak bu? 
T Bentar.  
Ini cuma ada tiga anak, Abdul, Lutfi, dan Rofi 
S Alhamdulillah aku ora bu 
S Yang remidi gimana bu? mengerjakan apa? 
T Bentar, yang remidi mengerjakan kembali soal 
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rom 2 ya 
S Rom 2 tok berarti bu? 
T Iya dikumpulin dimejanya bu guru besuk pagi 
sebelim istirahat ya, kalau telat tidak akan saya 
terima. 
S Nggih bu. Kulo pinjem soale bu 
T Nyo iki dicatet sik doan soale le remidi kuwi 
S Sampun bu niki 
T Sudah semua ya, ulangan kelas ini hasilnya 
lumayan bagus, kalau kelas lain belum tau 
karena belum dikoreksi. Tepuk tangan dulu 
buat kelas A 
S Yeee huuuu (claps their hands) 
CLOSING ACTIVITY T Besuk ditingkatkan lagi kalau ada ulangan 
belajar le tenanan ben ra ono le remidi 
S Nggeh bu 
T Sudah ya, waktunya sudah habis.. 
Terima kasih Wasalamualaikum Wr.Wb 
S Walaikumsalam Wt.Wb 
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THIRD OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8A 
Day, Date : Tuesday, 24 September 2019 
Time  : 10.00-11.20 
T : Teacher 
S : Students 
R :Reseacher 
CLASROOM 
ACTIVITY 
UTTERANCES 
OPENING ACTIVITY 
 
T Assalamualakum Wr.Wb 
S Walaikum salam Wr.Wb 
T Good Morning Students 
S Goof Morning Bu 
T How are you today? 
S I‟m fine thankyou and you? 
T I‟m fine too thank you 
T Ada yang tidak masuk hari ini? 
S Masih nihil bu yang gak masuk 
CORE ACTIVITY T Lanjut materi baru ya buka dulu bukunya 
S Yang mana bu? 
T Ya hari ini kita akan belajar tentang 
prohibition.. 
Ada yang ingat apa prohibition itu dulu pernah 
dipelajari sebelumnya 
S Larangan bu 
T Iya betul prohibition kuwi larangan. coba buka 
dulu bukunya dibaca-baca bentar. 
S Ya bu 
T Ini nanti bu guru menjelaskan sebentar 
langsung saya tinggal ya, bu guru ada tamu 
soalnya nanti mengerjakan lks saja. 
S Sinten bu? 
T Yo ono 
T Itu lihat dulu dibuku contoh-contoh nya kira 
kalimat prohition diawali dengan kalimat apa? 
S “Don‟t” kalih “No” bu 
T Ho.o betul yen prohibition ciri-cirinya mesti 
diawali kata Don‟t karo No. 
Contohnya gimana coba ayo 
S Don‟t park here! bu 
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T Artine? 
S Jangan parkir disini. Betul nopo mboten bu? 
T Iya betul sekalii. yang lain lagi ayo 
S No Smoking! bu dilarang merokok 
T Iya betul sekali. Intinya kalau prohibition itu 
berisi tentang larang-larangan ditandai dengan 
kata Don‟t atau No. 
Sampai disini paham? 
S Paham bu gampang 
T Saiki dibukak latihan kuwi ya 
S Nggarap to bu? 
T Iya dua latihan kuwi dikerjakan kabeh sampe 
jam selesai ya di buku LKS nya saja 
S Assiappp bu 
T Bu guru tinggal ya jangan rame jangan keluar 
kelas. 
S Nggeh bu sing suwe nggeh?  
T Alah seneng kowe-kowe no 
S Hahahaha mboten bu 
CLOSING ACTIVITY T Sudah ya maaf bu guru tidak bisa menemani 
sampai selesai 
S Gapapa bu, malah seneng kok bu 
T Yasudah bu guru tinggal dulu, 
Wassalamualaikum Wr.Wb 
S Walaikumsalam Wr.Wb atos-atos geh bu 
T Yo  
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Appendix 4 
FIRST OBSEVATION OF CLASS 8B 
Day, Date :Monday, 16 September 2019 
CONTEXT NO UTTERANCE 
CLASSIFICATION 
Type of 
Politeness 
Type of 
Politeness 
Strategy 
OPENING - - - - - 
CORE 1 T Ayo sekarang buka bukunya 
masing-masing! 
BOR UIF 
2 T Sekarang kita menginjak 
bab 3 ya, karena bab 2 
sudah selesai 
PP GAFR 
3 T Ayo dibuka dulu bukunya 
bab 3! 
BOR UIF 
4 S Nggih bu mpun PP SAGR 
5 T Perhatikan disini! BOR UIF 
6 T Ayo perhatikan! BOR UIF 
7 T Dirungokne tenan lho ya 
iki! 
BOR WTG 
8 S Nggih bu niki mpun 
dirungokne 
PP SAGR 
9 T Ayo Lukman pindah ngarep 
dewe kene cepet! 
BOR UIF 
10 T Makane yen bu guru omong 
dirungokne 
BOR GSA 
11 T Ya betul.  PP SAGR 
12 T Ngono lho pie paham? OR URTQ 
13 T Ayo buat contoh satu-satu! BOR UIF 
14 T Ya boleh PP SAGR 
15 S Nurun kancane no bu ben 
cepet rampung soale hahaha 
PP JOKE 
16 T Ya bisa to? gampang kecil OR OVRS 
17 T Ayo pie ra gojek wae le 
mburi! 
BOR WTG 
18 T Perhatikan ini 
perbedaannya! 
BOR UIF 
19 T Perhatikan lagi LKS nya! BOR UIF 
20 T Ayo dirungokne sik ra rame 
dewe-dewe! 
BOR WTG 
21 S Nggih bu PP SAGR 
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22 T Sekarang kalian buat contoh 
sendiri nanti maju ke depan! 
BOR UIF 
23 T Buat contoh 2 BOR UIF 
24 T Wong yen dikandani kalau 
pelajaran bahasa inggris 
bawa kamus. Malah ngeyel 
senengane nyepelekne 
gurune yo ngono kuwi 
BOR GSA 
25 S Bro jilek kamus BOR RQT 
26 T Iya PP SAGR 
27 T Ayo siapa yang sudah 
selesai ayo maju! 
BOR UIF 
28 S Kulo bu (writes the answer 
in the whiteboard) 
PP SAGR 
29 S Kulo angsal bu? BOR RQT 
30 T Boleh ayo PP SAGR 
31 T Ngkosik perhatikan yang 
depan dulu! 
NP BCIT 
32 T Ya PP SAGR 
33 T Ya betul sekali PP SAGR 
34 T Ayo sekarang kita 
lanjutkan! 
BOR UIF 
35 T Pie jik gelem lanjut belajar 
ora iki? 
OR URTQ 
36 T Yowis ngono kuwi dikek‟i 
PR ratau nggarap! 
BOR WTG 
37 T Sekarang semua keluarkan 
bukunya! 
BOR UIF 
38 S Ya bu PP SAGR 
39 T Diselesaikan dulu 15 menit! BOR UIF 
40 T Buka dulu LKS nya 
halaman 30 dikerjakan dulu 
BOR UIF 
41 S LKS wae ya bu BOR RQT 
42 S Bu ijin ke kamar mandi BOR RQT 
43 T Wong siji wae rasah dadak 
wong 2 
BOR UIF 
 44 T Karena bel sudah berbunyi, 
yang belum selesai buat PR 
dirumah ya jangan lupa, 
besuk dibahas pertemuan 
selanjutnya 
BOR UIF 
 45 S Siap bu PP SAGR 
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SECOND OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8B 
Day, Date : Tuesday, 17 September 2019 
Time  : 12.45-14.05 
CONTEXT NO UTTERANCE 
CLASSIFICATION 
Type of 
Politeness 
Type of 
Politeness 
Srearegy 
OPENING -  - - - 
CORE 46 T Siapkan selembar kertas 
dulu 
BOR UIF 
47 S Nggeh bu PP SAGR 
48 T Sing pener! BOR UIF 
49 S Nggih bu PP SAGR 
50 T Makane cepet digarap! BOR UIF 
51 S Sampai jamnya habis 
mawon bu 
BOR RQT 
52 T Digarap dewe-dewe rasah 
contoh 
BOR WTG 
53 S Boleh buka kamus bu? BOR RQT 
54 S Buka buku boleh juga bu? BOR RQT 
55 T Boleh PP SAGR 
56 T Boleh penting ra contonan 
ya 
BOR WTG 
57 S Ya bu PP SAGR 
58 T Rasah rame ribut takok-
takok kancane 
BOR WTG 
59 T Yen diwulang nggatekne 
mesti iso nggarap, mesti 
gampang. 
BOR GSA 
60 S Nggeh bu nggeh PP SAGR 
61 S Oalah ya bu PP SAGR 
62 T Ada yang belum diganti? NP BCIT 
63 T Nggone zahra durung 
diganti to? 
NP BCIT 
64 T Buka kamus BOR UIF 
65 T Yen wis rampung tumpuk 
rene! 
BOR UIF 
66 S Boleh pulang bu? BOR 3 RQT 
67 S Nggih bu PP SAGR 
68 S Bu toilet nggeh bu BOR RQT 
69 T Iya kono PP SAGR 
70 T Ini nanti KKMnya 70, kalau NP QUHD 
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dibawah 70 berarti besuk 
harus remidi 
71 T Makane sinau ben ora 
remidi yen ulangan 
BOR GSA 
72 T Ayo yang belum selesai 
diselesaikan 
NP BCIT 
73 S Siap bu PP SAGR 
CLOSING - - - - - 
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THIRD OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8B 
Day, Date : Monday, 23 September 2019 
Time  : 10.00-11.20 
CONTEXT NO UTTERANCE 
CLASSIFICATION 
Type of 
Politeness 
Type of 
Politeness 
Srearegy 
OPENING -  - - - 
CORE 74 T Nilai KKMnya 70, nanti kalau 
nilainya belum 70 saya adakan 
remidi 
NP QUHD 
75 S Wee (the students clap) PP NATH 
76 T Iki dibagikan iki tidak sesuai 
namanya lho ya! 
BOR UIF 
77 S Kulo mawon sing mbagekne 
bu 
BOR RQT 
78 S Nggeh bu PP SAGR 
79 T Yasudah bawa sini! BOR UIF 
80 S Nggeh PP SAGR 
81 S Nggeh bu PP SAGR 
82 T Dirungokne tenanan! BOR UIF 
83 S Nggeh bu PP SAGR 
84 S Ya bu PP SAGR 
85 T Oke kita lanjut rom 3 ya PP SAGR 
86 S Ya bu siap 86 PP SAGR 
87 S Woy cah menengo! BOR WTG 
88 T Soalnya dikumpulin lagi ayo BOR UIF 
89 T Buat kalimat positif, negatif, 
dan interogatve! 
BOR UIF 
90 T Dirungokne tenanan iki! BOR UIF 
91 S Nggeh bu pinjem soale dulu PP SAGR 
92 T Kalo besuk 
mengumpulkannya telat tidak 
bakal saya terima lho ya, tidak 
akan saya nilai kalau terlambat 
NP QUHD 
93 T Iya PP SAGR 
CLOSING 94 T Jangan lupa besuk pagi yang 
hari ini remidi! 
BOR WTG 
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FIRST OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8A 
Day, Date : Tuesday, 17 September 2019 
Time  : 10.00-11.20 
CONTEXT NO UTTERANCE 
CLASSIFICATION 
Type of 
Politeness 
Type of 
Politeness 
Srearegy 
OPENING - - - - - 
CORE 1 S Nggih bu PP SAGR 
2 T Jangan dicoret-coret ya BOR UIF 
3 S Nggeh PP SAGR 
4 T Siap to? OR URTQ 
5 S Siap no bu PP SAGR 
6 S Assiap bu PP SAGR 
7 T Ayo sekarang perhatikan 
cara mengerjakannya ya 
BOR UIF 
8 S Boleh buka kamus bu? BOR RQT 
9 T Boleh tapi ora oleh 
contonan lho ya , digarap 
dewe-dewe ben cepet rasah 
plingak-plinguk marai suwe 
le nggarap 
BOR GSA 
10 S Kalo buka catetan bu? BOR RQT 
11 T Boleh penting anteng 
meneng 
PP SAGR 
12 S Siap bu guru PP SAGR 
13 S Dua jam mawon nggeh bu BOR RQT 
14 T Ayo geser ngalor! BOR UIF 
15 S Oalah nggeh sampun PP SAGR 
16 T Kumpulkan ke depan kertas 
jawaban beserta soalnya ya! 
BOR UIF 
17 T Yo ndang digarap! BOR UIF 
18 S Nggeh bu PP SAGR 
19 T Kumpulkan sini! BOR UIF 
20 S Woke bu PP SAGR 
21 T Taruh sini! BOR UIF 
22 T Ini nanti KKM nya 70 ya 
yang kurang dari 70 
nilainya nanti bu guru 
adakan remidi 
NP QUHD 
23 T Makane sinau, yen BOR GSA 
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diteranke bu guru 
ngrungokne mesti bijine 
apik ngko  
 24 S Ya bu PP SAGR 
CLOSING 25 T Jangan keluar kelas ! BOR UIF 
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SECOND OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8A 
Day, Date : Wednesday, 18 September 2019 
Time  : 12.45-14.05 
 
CONTEXT NO UTTERANCE 
CLASSIFICATION 
Type of 
Politeness 
Type of 
Politeness 
Srearegy 
OPENING - - - - - 
CORE 26 T Ayok kita lanjutkan ngoreksi 
ulangan kemarin ya 
BOR UIF 
27 T Iyo nyo iki dibagikan ojo 
sesuai namanya 
BOR UIF 
28 S Oke bu PP SAGR 
29 S Nggeh  PP SAGR 
30 S Mpun bu PP SAGR 
31 T Ini nanti yang nilainya 
kurang dari 70 remidi lagi 
mengerjakan lagi lho 
NP QUHD 
32 S Nggih nggih bu PP SAGR 
33 T Ayo maju sini! BOR UIF 
34 S Nggih bu dietumg sik PP SAGR 
35 T Paham ra liyane cara menilai 
gimana? 
OR URTQ 
36 T Suwe men to iki OR GVHN 
37 S Kulo pinjem soale bu BOR RQT 
38 T Nyo iki dicatet sik doan soale 
le remidi kuwi! 
BOR UIF 
39 S Sampun bu niki PP SAGR 
40 T Tepuk tangan dulu buat kelas 
a 
PP NATH 
41 S Yee huu (claps their hands) PP NATH 
CLOSING 42 T Besuk ditingkatkan lagi kalau 
ada ulangan belajar le 
tenanan ben ra ono le remidi 
BOR GSA 
43 S Nggeh bu PP SAGR 
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THIRD OBSERVATION OF CLASS 8A 
Day, Date : Tuesday, 24 September 2019 
Time  : 10.00-11.20 
 
  
CONTEXT NO UTTERANCE 
CLASSIFICATION 
Type of 
Politeness 
Type of 
Politeness 
Srearegy 
OPENING - - - - - 
CORE 45 T Lanjut materi baru ya buka 
dulu bukunya! 
BOR UIF 
46 T Coba dulu bukunya dibaca-
baca bentar! 
BOR UIF 
47 S Ya bu PP SAGR 
48 T Ho‟o betul PP SAGR 
49 T Iya betul sekali PP SAGR 
50 S Paham bu gampang PP SAGR 
51 T Iya dua latihan kuwi 
dikerjakan kabeh sampe jam 
selesai ya di buku LKS nya 
saja 
BOR UIF 
52 S Assiapp bu PP SAGR 
53 T Jangan rame jangan keluar 
kelas ! 
BOR UIF 
54 S Nggeh bu sing suwe nggeh! PP JOKE 
CLOSING - - - - - 
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Appendix 5 
DOCUMENTATION 
 
Picture 01. The students do the task from the teacher 
 
Picture 02. The teacher explains the material  
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Picture 03. The students interact with each other 
 
Picture 04. The students do exercise in LKS book 
 
 
